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“I wear HIV on my face so you nev¬
er have to wear it on yours,” said Chel¬
sea Gulden at the end of her talk last
Wednesday night. Coupling a self-depre¬
cating sense of humor with a straightfor¬
ward message, Gulden spoke about her
experience contracting HIV and living as
an HIV positive person in her talk “Does
HIV Look Like Me?” Gulden’s lecture
was sponsored by the Health Center and
Student Activities Committee.
A representative of Hope’s Voice,
a nonprofit organization that serves
to educate and prevent HIV and AIDS
in young adults, Gulden began by de¬
bunking common HIV/AIDS myths. She
stressed that HIV is human-specific and
identified the four fluids that transmit
the virus: blood, semen, breast milk and
vaginal secretions.
Percentages of people with HIV or
AIDS are high in cities like New York
and Los Angeles, Gulden continued,
but there is a steady rate of infection
in the South as well' As a high school
student living in the Bible Belt, she first
realized HIV was real when shown a
map of the most concentrated areas of
HIV infection in the United States. She
was living in one of them.
Gulden explained this seemingly
paradoxical correlation by pointing to
the lack of sex education in schools in
the South. According to her, children
are taught to be scared of pregnancy
but not educated on sexually trans¬
mitted diseases or their prevention. It
wasn’t until her sophomore year of col¬
lege that she Was taught how to use a
condom, Gulden said.
The result of this lack of education is
evident in Gulden’s personal story. Af¬
ter falling in love in high school, Gulden
moved in with her boyfriend while attend¬
ing college. They both tested negative for
HIV and STIs in 2001, and so they decided
to stop using condoms since she was on
birth control. She was “playing house,” she
said, and thought that her life - complete
with the “white picket fence, the 2.5 kids
and the dog” - was set. In 2003 they broke
up (on Valentine’s Day, no less), but Gul¬
den continued visiting him.
However, after getting two yeast in¬
fections in two months at age 21, Gul¬
den decided she and her ex-boyfriend
needed to get tested again. A few days
later, a representative from the clinic
told them both that they had tested
positive for HIV. Gulden, who hadn’t
had sexual relations with anyone else
besides her ex-boyfriend since her last,
test, “went numb.”
Hoping that it had been a false pos¬
itive, Gulden went to her private doctor
to be re-tested. That’s when the second
bombshell dropped: she was pregnant.
Two weeks later she returned to find
out the results of her HIV test, and it
was again positive. As she walked out
of the clinic past the doctor and security
guard, Gulden says she felt HIV/AIDS
discrimination for the first time. “I just
felt dirty. And I felt shamed. And they
reinforced that,” she said.
See STIGMA, page 5
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Students gathered with the Bates Democrats in the Benjamin Mays Center to watch the results of the presidential election
come in on Tuesday night. When Barack Obama was declared the winner, shortly after the closing of the polls on the West
Coast, the crowd erupted into celebration. For more, see Page 8.

President Hansen Addresses Effect of
Economic Crisis on College Finances
CHLOE BOURNE

STAFF WRITER

Two weeks ago, President Han¬
sen sent an e-mail to Bates students,
faculty and staff about the current
economic climate and how it is affect¬
ing Bates. In her e-mail, Hansen ex¬
plained that while Bates did not feel
any immediate effects from the de¬
clining global economy, Bates is “not
immune to declining markets, higher
costs of borrowing, the potential im¬
pact on giving, and the economic ef¬
fects on our students and employees
and their families.”
, Her top priority, Hansen wrote, is
to provide “students with the best ed¬
ucational experience.” In accordance
with this statement, Hansen explained
that Bates “seeks to attract and retain
the most talented students regardless of
financial need, and we believe that all
students learn best in a richly diverse
and inclusive community. Access and
affordability, therefore, continue to be
vital college priorities.”
According to David Mahoney, Asso¬
ciate Director of Student Financial Ser¬
vices, he “has not yet seen anything that
relates to the economic events of Sep¬
tember,” but he predicts that there could
possibly be a change in family incomes
for returning students in the spring.
The downturn in the economy
has affected the Pell Grant. The Fed¬
eral Pell Grant Program provides needbased grants to undergraduate stu¬
dents across America. Need is based
on a formula established by Congress
which evaluates the financial infor¬
mation submitted by students on the
“Free Application for Federal Student
Aid” (FAFSA). Anyone who applies for
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Not So Fast, Obama
Jonathan Tannenbaum ’09 examines the roadblocks
the president-elect could face if he tries to implement
sweeping change too quickly. •

FAFSA and qualifies is guaranteed a
grant ranging from $400 to $4,700.
According to Diverse Issues in
Higher Education in October, the Pell
Grant is facing a $6 billion debt this
year because of a record number of
students applying for FAFSA and quali¬
fying for aid. When the economy slows,
Americans traditionally return to school
because of higher unemployment and
unpredictable employment prospects.
For example, after 9/11 and the sub¬
sequent economic recession, the Pell
Grant faced a debt which grew to $4.3
billion before it was finally paid off in
2006, according to Mahoney.
Pell Grants are entitlement grants,
meaning that anyone who qualifies
for a grant receives one. This is good
news because it means that there
will be “no direct effect on Bates stu¬
dents,” Mahoney said. Even with the
deficit, students will still receive their
grants. It does mean, though, that $6
billion will have to be pulled from
somewhere else, such as public after¬
school programs.
In addition to the Pell Grant, Bates
students who qualify can receive the
Bates Scholarship. Student Financial
Services is “committed to meeting stu¬
dents’ need no matter what,” Mahoney
said. Bates students will not be directly
affected by the Pell Grant’s debt, but it
will be interesting to see what effects the
economy will have on college students
and their financial aid in the future.
The economic slide is directly af¬
fecting Bates’ endowment. Endow¬
ments are invested in the market,
so the endowment decreases with a
downturn in the economy. According
to NPR last week, Williams College,
which depends significantly upon its
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large endowment for its budget, re¬
cently postponed an athletic facility
and a library construction project and
channeled that money towards helping
greater financial aid needs.
Bates has not yet needed to
change its budget to conserve money.
According to Kimberly Hokanson, Di¬
rector of Alumni and Parent Programs,
70.3 percent of Bates’ sources of in¬
come for current operations come
from student fee revenue and only
11.6 percent comes from the Bates
endowment. Because, as Hokanson
said, “We are less reliant on income
from our endowment as a percent¬
age of our budget than other colleg¬
es with larger endowments, such as
Bowdoin and Colby,” Bates has been
less affected by the economic down¬
turn than some other colleges.
The downturn in the economy
is especially affecting Bates alumni.
With companies across America rou¬
tinely handing out pink slips, some
Bates graduates are suddenly find¬
ing themselves jobless. The Office of
Career Services at Bates helps alumni
make new business connections and
find jobs, though not all NESCAC
schools provide these services. The
Bates Business Network also hosts
gatherings in Boston, New York and
Portland every few months, which
help with networking.
Although the economy is suffering,
David Warren, President of the National
Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities, said on NPR last week
that financial aid need is growing and
will probably continue to grow, but at
least up to this point, in the majority
of cases, private institutions have been
able to keep up with that need.

Sometime Friday evening, likely be¬
tween 10:30 p.m. and 12:30 a.m., three
student rooms on the third floor of
Small House were burglarized. Credit
cards were stolen from wallets and iP¬
ods and laptops were taken from the
unlocked rooms.
This event is just the latest in the
string of thefts at Bates. Equipment was
taken from computer labs and depart¬
mental lounges in academic buildings,
leading to the locking of computers to
desks. Unattended laptops, iPods and
wallets have been swiped in the library,
causing librarians to post numerous
warnings about keeping an eye on per¬
sonal belongings.
This is not the first time that stu¬
dent residences have been raided this

semester. Last weekend, thefts from
unlocked rooms in Wentworth Adams
Hall and Page Hall led Security and
Campus Safety to issue a campus-wide
warning that cautioned students against
letting anyone they did not know into
their buildings. The concern was that
the thieves were “piggybacking” into
the dormitories, waiting for someone
with a Bates ID card to open a door
and simply following them inside be¬
fore it closed.
Bates Security and the Lewiston Po¬
lice Department have attributed previous
thefts to Lewiston residents, but there are
rumors that this latest incident may have
been Bates students taking advantage
of empty, unlocked rooms. Small House
residents were not throwing any parties
on the evening of the thefts, so traffic
in and out of the building was minimal,
making piggybacking less likely.

Middle school girls in grades 5-8
flooded Commons this past Saturday,
excitedly looking at all of the deli¬
cious food. Although they happily
left with a bag of goodies, these girls
actually came to Bates for the event
“Girls Get It!” which aimed to stimu¬
late and motivate girls to pursue ca¬
reers in math and science.
For the first time, the United States
“is falling behind other developed
countries in the ability to produce
sufficient numbers of citizens quali¬
fied to fill growing job opportunities
in technology and science,” accord¬
ing to a Bates press release. Because
of this, initiatives are being, created
throughout the country to improve
the situation.
A main part of the crisis is the low
percentage of women who choose ca¬
reers in math and science. According
to the release, studies have shown that
“this waste of potential is more likely
to be the result of societal scripting
than inherent ability.”
To combat this problem locally,
Bonnie Shulman, Bates professor of
mathematics, worked with Maggie Mar¬
tin Connell, the Principal Investigator
of the Maine Department of Education,
on a grant intended to bring more girls
into the fields of math and science.
Over the summer, Shulman and
Connell decided that Bates would be
the “higher education partner” on the
grant and host the event. The main
goal of the grant is to improve the
knowledge and teaching methods of
math and science teachers in grades
K-12, making their students more
competent and eager to learn. This
included a weeklong summer insti¬
tute for teachers called “Master Teach¬
ers of Maine.” Shulman suggested a
math and science fair for girls, which
is something she had wanted to orga¬
nize since arriving at Bates. The main
purpose of this event was to “inspire
young girls to consider math and
science-related careers by piquing
interest through positive exposure,”
she said.
The keynote speaker, Eva Szillery,
gave a speech intended to motivate
the young girls called “Girls in En¬
gineering - bringing a different per¬
spective to the table.” Through her
speech, Szillery wanted to show the
girls the world of possibilities that
are open to them and to make them
realize their potential. She is the Di¬
rector of the Maine Junior Engineer¬
ing Technical Society and the Maine
State Director of the American Math¬
ematics Competitions.
To get more students interested in
teaching math and science, Bates stu¬
dents created and ran four workshops
for the middle school girls. Shulman
considered this “one of the most ex¬
citing aspects of the event!” The girls
chose between four hands-on math
and science activities, while their par¬
ents and teachers participated in an
alternative session.
The four options for the girls
were: “Approximating the End of the
World: the Solution to the Tower of
Hanoi Puzzle Hong” by Hong Nguyen
’ll and Lauren Okano ’ll; “Bettering
the Odds to Beat the Game” by Tim
Ohashi ’ll and Chris Lin ’ll; “Candy
Coated Chemistry: The Carbon Diox¬
ide Story” by Rachel Carlson ’ll and
Marissa Maliwanag ’ll; and “Fibulas,
Femurs & Fun: An Exploration of
Bone Structure, Function and Human
Body Physics” by Erin Bond ’09 and
Maddie White ’09.
After the sessions, Bates students
led tours of the Carnegie Science
building. The event ended with lunch
at Commons. The Bates students who
participated in this event became
positive role models for the girls and
sources of inspiration.
The “Girls Get It!” event was a
“fun way for girls to explore the won¬
ders of math and science and spark
their imaginations,” according to the
press release. It was intended to ex¬
cite girls about math and science, to
involve parents and teachers who
will encourage and support the girls,
and to involve Bates students while
generating awareness about math
and science on campus.
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Obama Needs to Win Engagement, Not Isolation, Will
Over Opponents in
Congress to Avoid
Clinton’s Mistakes
JONATHAN TANNENBAUM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In order to realize his promise of
change, Barack Obama must recog¬
nize that he faces a dangerous politi¬
cal context similar to the one faced
by Bill Clinton in 1993. Like Clinton,
Obama will step into the Oval Office
at the age of 46 as a relative Washing¬
ton outsider, wielding enormous cha¬
risma and intelligence but hampered
by a Congress accustomed to compli¬
cating the legislative process. Fortu¬
nately, it’s within Obama’s power to
recognize what Clinton did wrong and
devise a strategy that makes it clear
that he is the one who will run the
country for the next four years.
As Steven M. Gillon details in his
book, The Pact, Clinton came into of¬
fice only to find out that both Con¬
gressional Democrats and Republicans
would severely impede efforts to ad¬
vance his agenda. The Democrats,
most of whom were more liberal than
Clinton, felt little loyalty to an Arkansas
governor they saw as inexperienced.
Moreover, they were divided amongst
themselves ideologically, making it ex¬
cruciatingly difficult for Clinton to en¬
list broad support from his party on a
host of issues.
On the other side, the Republicans
led by Newt Gingrich viewed Clinton
as a charming, intelligent individual but one they could eat alive politically.
Gingrich, in turn, implemented a savvy
strategy for fostering the perception
that Clinton was a weak leader.
As Gillon observes, Gingrich would
provide the votes on matters where he
and Clinton agreed but would raise
objections on aspects of legislation
and provide Republican support slow¬
ly, all in the name of making Clinton
look dysfunctional. On matters where
they simply didn’t see eye to eye, Gin¬
grich would take a hard line, ensuring
that not a single Republican supported
Clinton’s policy.
This strategy paid off huge divi¬
dends for the Republicans as they
scored political victories on issues
ranging from the budget, NAFTA,
crime, and of course, healthcare. Clin¬
ton played right into their hands, put¬
ting forth provisions that allowed his
opponents to cast him as a soft, outof-touch elitist.
In light of the pitfalls that plagued
Clinton, Obama has to at once cement
the support of his party and avoid leg¬
islative battles early on in which he
will need Republican support.

Fortunately, it’s apparent that
Obama has already learned from Clin¬
ton’s lack of sway over Congressional
Democrats. He recently appointed
Rahm Emanuel to be his Chief of Staff.
Emanuel, a hard-knuckled Illinois
House member who was instrumen¬
tal in the Democrats’ 2006 takeover of
Congress, will keep House Democrats
in line, an unruly voting block encom¬
passing both staunch liberals and con¬
servative Democrats.
In terms of handling the Republi¬
cans, Obama needs to take the suc¬
cess of Gingrich’s strategy into ac¬
count when formulating his short-term
agenda. He must make a point of ini¬
tially proposing a piece of legislation
which will be impossible for Repub¬
licans to vote against. That in mind,
Obama should start off by presenting
a bill that would increase the amount
of funding devoted to rounding up
loose nuclear weapons. Republicans
will simply have no choice but to sup¬
port such a decision unequivocally,
thus giving weight to Obama’s calls for
unity and bipartisanship.
From there, Obama can circum¬
vent traps from the party out of power
by proposing legislation that doesn’t
require Republican votes. If the Re¬
publicans don’t want to back an ex¬
pansion to the State Children’s Health
Insurance Program, then Obama and
Emanuel can just round up Democrat¬
ic support and let the Republicans suf¬
fer the political consequences. If Re¬
publicans refuse to support Obama’s
response to the financial crisis, then
they should be left to justify voting
against or coming around slowly on a
bill that gives tax-relief to middle-class
families. In order to put the Repub¬
licans on the defensive, Obama hasto forgo sweepingly progressive mea¬
sures, putting on hold provisions that
Republicans can exploit to dampen
support from conservative Democrats
and the public.
Once Obama has won the confi¬
dence of the American people, dis¬
playing concrete achievements and a
willingness to forgo the blessing of
Republicans when need be, he can
move on to spearheading a more am¬
bitious agenda. If he has proven him¬
self as a strong leader, he will be able
to tackle more treacherous issues over
which the country is divided, such as
healthcare. While there is the obvious
temptation to transform the country
quickly and all at once, in order to be
successful Obama has to govern one
step at a time.
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Improve Town-Gown Relations
ALLIE GOLDSTEIN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The assault of two
Bates students by Lewiston residents
two weekends ago paired with the on¬
going thefts in Ladd Library and in dor¬
mitories are indications that the national
economic downturn has turned towngown relations slightly bitter. Regardless
of how Bates families are actually faring,
the grass on the picturesque Quad prob¬
ably looks pretty green to families down
the road or across the bridge who are
struggling to make ends meet. And, also
regardless of family wealth, Bates stu¬
dents do enjoy a few guarantees. Page
Hall is not about to get foreclosed, the
heat in the library will stay on through
the winter, and Commons will always
serve enough Focaccia chicken for ev¬
eryone. No matter what your economic
situation was before attending Bates,
once you're here, you can pretty much
count yourself among the well-housed,
well-fed economic elite - and that’s cer¬
tainly how the outside community per¬
ceives you.
Although it is impossible to pinpoint
what the motivations for the assault and
the thefts were without interviewing the
perpetrators, I would surmise that this re¬
cent spike in crime has something to do

with strained class relations. If that’s true,
the methods that the College is using to
fight this crime are incomplete at best.
As it should be, the College’s initial
reaction to the assault two weekends
ago was to take increased measures to
protect students and their possessions.
Security cameras have been placed at
the entrance to the library. An addi¬

ct’s much easier to steal
from a wealthy stranger
than from that econom¬
ics major who tutors your
younger brother in algebra
on Thursday afternoons.”

tional security officer has been hired to
patrol the campus on weekend nights,
according to an announce e-mail from
Dean of Students Tedd Goundie.
The College has also been urging
students to take responsibility for their
own safety by keeping their valuables
with them while studying and by being
more scrupulous about letting people

they don’t recognize follow them into
residential buildings. In another campus-wide e-mail, Bates Security urged
students to be aware of individuals who
“do not appear to belong on campus
and, more importantly, in the dorms.”
Perhaps realizing that deciding whether
someone belonged on campus or not
based on whether they “appear” to could
be a bit arbitrary (no Polo shirt, no en¬
try?), Dean Goundie later refined these
instructions to: do not “allow someone
you do not know into your building.”
From a student safety standpoint,
Security and the deans are right on.
However, from a town-gown relations
standpoint, putting in cameras and
scouring the campus for suspicious lo¬
cals doesn’t really help. Although I cer¬
tainly appreciate the College’s concern
for student safety, recent exchanges
about the influx of crime at Bates have
ignored one key thing that students
could do to mitigate this strained rela¬
tionship: get off campus.
While the immediate, instinctual re¬
sponse to local-on-student crime is to
build up protective walls, the best long¬
term solution is actually to tear those
barriers down. Call me ideological, but
I really believe that if a greater number
of students engaged in community part¬
nerships - or even went out to eat in
town - we would eventually see a drop
in local crime against Bates students Af¬
ter all, it’s much easier to steal from a
See SPIKE IN CRIME, page 4

The “Yes We Can” Heard Ground the World:

For Global Leader, Global
Issues Require Immediate
Attention During First Term
BLAISE LUCEY
STAFF WRITER

I’m spending the semester absorb¬
ing the exotic culture of Scotland (pri¬
marily prompting me to wonder: “Oh
my God, how do these people drink
this much?”). Last Tuesday night was
marked by Obama parties. People
were determined to stay up until 5 a.m.
and watch the results. These were not
American people - they’re Irish, English
and Scottish. No one even entertained
the notion of supporting McCain. I have
not met anyone here who thinks McCa¬
in would have been a better president.
In fact, the possibility of him becoming
president actually terrified people.
McCain is inextricably linked with
Bush here. When Obama won, there
were screams of excitement despite the
fact that it was dawn. People felt the
surge of Hope™ and inspiration across
the Atlantic. Everyone in my classes
was discussing it.
This is the case around the world.
Obama’s election has, unsurprisingly,
rejuvenated America’s withered image.
Terrorist propaganda is a lot harder to
spread when you’re targeting an alleg¬

edly rich and racist government being
led by a half-black president whose
Muslim father hailed from Kenya.
Nonetheless, let’s avoid chest
thumping. The international stage ac¬
knowledges our decided shift in policy,
but some remarks are ominous. Kenya
declared a national holiday; that’s fair
enough. Israel met the news with the
tense message that it “expects the close'
strategic co-operation” and “special re¬
lationship” between the U.S. to go un¬
changed, while the Palestinians were
cautiously optimistic about Obama
“speeding up” the peace process. Iran
stated that if Obama “pursues his cam¬
paign promises,” there was potential
that we could mend the rift that Bush’s
aggression has caused. Russia, too, was
coldly hopeful (BBC.com).
Yet among the many countries ap¬
plauding the choice, there is one sober¬
ing standout. Sudan: “We don’t expect
any change through our previous ex¬
perience with the Democrats. When it
comes to foreign policy there is no dif¬
ference between the Republicans and
the Democrats” (BBC.com).
Is that Sudan being pointedly dis¬
mal? Of course not. That’s the Suda¬

nese experience, and most of Africa’s
experience, with the United States. The
apathy of our country towards Africa is
blatant. Sudan is being realistic, while
most other countries are inflating them¬
selves with hope. But is this hope going
to be little more than air?
Obama needs to piece together
our country before stepping onto the
world stage. He was voted into office
propelled on the wings of his econom¬
ic policies (McCain had a lead before
our slump, remember). There will be a
sense of national outrage if he doesn’t
immediately start fixing things when he
gets into office. Unfortunately, Russia
isn’t letting us breathe. Presently, they’re
Countering our missile defense shield
by moving missiles closer to it.
This national election was interna¬
tional. Obama’s responsibility is global.
He’s going to have to hit the ground
running, punching and negotiating
and repairing about one hundred dif¬
ferent policies and countries and alli¬
ances. The world knows about U.S.
elections because, so often, they have
been events that have utterly changed
the future for all of us. And by us, I
mean humans.

Why Entertainment, Politics
Should Not Be Separated
JAMIE CRAGNOLINE
STAFF WRITER

it is hard to find a single facet of the
U.S. media that has not been sprinkled,
meshed and intertwined with politics
as of late.

This past race
“We live in a society where
to the presidency
will surely go down
politics needs entertainment.
in history. Never before has our
country faced such pressing issues,
How often do you hear some¬
and while our next Commander-inChief has been named, some ques¬
one saying they grabbed a big
tions remain: Is it a bad thing when
bowl of popcorn and sat down
more people tune into Saturday
Night Live than the presidential de¬
in front of C-SPAN last night?’
bates? Can John McCain or Barack
Obama hold his own better in a co¬
medic skit? Is it bad when Tina Fey
is better at being Sarah Palin than
Some people have a problem with
Sarah Palin is at being Sarah Palin?
this situation. They believe that poli¬
Never before has there been such
tics and entertainment each have their
an interlacing of the election and en¬
tertainment. From the plethora of own place - in separate spheres. Poli¬
tics belongs in hard news, on CNN and
Obama t-shirts seen on the streets to
in the Wall Street Journal. Entertain¬
“Sarah Palin’s” numerous appearances
ment is about which celebrities are an¬
on SNL to Lil Wayne’s questionably
orexic this week, blockbuster films and
crude lyrics regarding Hillary Clinton,

Oprah. Yet clearly these boundaries do
not exist. This past year, we have cared
about which presidential candidate a
celebrity is endorsing just as much as
her dress size. We have seen mov¬
ies like “W.” hit theaters. We could
(questionably) argue that Oprah is
solely responsible for rallying the
middle class white female vote for
Obama.
We live in a society where poli¬
tics needs entertainment. Flow of¬
ten do you hear someone saying
they grabbed a big bowl of pop¬
corn and sat down in front of CSPAN last night? No matter how
you turn it, the general popula¬
tion is far more likely to pick up
“People” than “Mother Jones” and
to listen to top-40 radio rather than
NPR. Perhaps the best way for politi¬
cians to really reach people is through
popular entertainment.
As much as politics needs enter- ■
tainment, entertainment also needs
politics. Without all of the political
See ENTERTAINMENT , page 4 A
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Vegan Options Overrepresented in
Commons at Expense of Other Diets
MARIAM ALAM

ASSISTANT
FORUM EDITOR
I would like to
preface this article by
saying that, although this is my sec¬
ond piece on veganism as a writer for
The Student, I do not actually have a
personal vendetta against vegans. My
previous article on veganism elicited
an accusation that I was criticizing the
beliefs of others, which I in no way in¬
tended to do. As far as I am concerned,
vegans can be vegans. I have nothing
but respect for those who manage to
stick with this stringent eating regimen
and succeed in maintaining their health
with important daily supplements while
1 gorge myself on Commons’ chicken
patties every Saturday and ignore the
reality of congenital heart disease. Veg¬
ans’ dedication to eliminating the use
of animals for food, clothing and other
puposes demonstrates their concern for
animals’ treatment and their commit¬
ment to the cause.
But while 1 am impressed with
those who successfully follow the veg¬
an lifestyle, the fact remains that very
few of us are vegans. Liberal estimates
report that 1.4 percent of Americans are
practicing vegans (Vegetarian Resource
Group), while others have found the
number to be closer to 0.2 percent
(Time.com). Further, the true vegan
lifestyle entails not only abstaining from
eating food that contains meat, fish,
fowl or any animal products, but also
excludes the use of animals for cloth¬
ing or any other purpose, particularly
animal testing (VeganSociety.com). The
aforementioned polling results only ad¬
dressed questions of food consumption
and therefore likely overestimate the
number of vegans in our nation.
In this article, however, I am con¬
cerned with food, specifically food at
Bates. Although I would be impressed
by anyone who has also abandoned the
use of wool, leather and silk, along with
many toiletries, cosmetics, and even
drugs for the strictest of vegans, stu¬
dents at Bates who consider themselves
vegans probably haven’t gone that far
in creating a plant-based lifestyle. After
all, we do live in Maine, and how can
you survive a Maine winter without a
wool hat? Animal-free food however,

as the tenet of the vegan lifestyle, has
caused quite a stir at Bates.
With our move to new Commons,
Bates greatly expanded the vegan bar,
which now takes up the same area as
the regular hot food bar, i.e. the Euro
station (which seems to serve every¬
thing but European food), rather than
being an eighth of the latter’s size. Now
I have no real complaints about the
vegan bar. Although it is disproportion¬
ately large compared to the size of the
vegan population at Bates, and though
the food quality is far superior to the
food in the rest of Commons, I think
that many non-vegan Bates students
frequent the vegan bar as long as tofu
is not involved.
What I take issue with is the over¬
representation of vegan desserts at the
dessert bar. On any given night, at least
two of the five available desserts are
vegan, leaving us non-vegans with the
choice of the sugar-free dessert, some
weird creation involving jello and, if we
are lucky, something else. First off, let’s
be honest - vegan desserts are much
less than tasty. While the Commons
cooking staff makes an excellent effort
to concoct edible brownies, cakes, muf¬
fins and cookies without eggs or milk,
creating baked goods under these stip¬
ulations is no easy task. So although
I love cheesecake, when presented the
option of it in vegan form (ostensibly
made out of tofu), I quickly run in the
other direction. Though I believe veg¬
ans have the same right to choice as
any other human being, given the fact
there are only a limited number of des¬
serts that Commons can provide every
night, I do not think that such a tiny
minority of students should be given
such a great proportion of the dining
hall’s desserts. Because in reality, other
than the 3.4 to 23.8 vegan students at
our approximately 1,700-person school
(going by national percentages), no one
eats the vegan desserts. So why should
the rest of us, who believe it is okay to
use milk, cheese and unfertilized eggs
in our food, have to suffer for this maxi¬
mum of 23.8 people? While I think it is
mean to deny vegans the option of des¬
sert, as gross as vegan dessert is, does
one vegan dessert a night not suffice?
The issue of the dessert bar calls
another issue into question: if vegans
are so clearly overrepresented at our
school, with a whole food bar dedicat¬
ed to their dietary restrictions, why are
the eating preferences of others with re¬

stricted diets not paid the same amount
of attention?
To be fair, Commons does provide
sugar-free desserts for the diabetic, glu¬
ten-free food for those with a glutenallergy and color-coded labels for each
food outlining for whom it is safe and
which dietary restrictions it violates.
But is there a sugar-free bar? A glutenfree bar? A no-nuts-anywhere-near-thepremises bar? Do these groups - who
do not eat certain foods not because
they don’t believe in eating them but
because their body biologically man¬
dates it - do they get an array of foods,
including desserts designed specifically
for them that they can choose from ev¬
ery night?
And further, if beliefs are reason
enough to provide students with spe¬
cial food, as they rightly should be, it
should perhaps be called into question
why the administration does not so
carefully consider the wants and needs,
of similarly small dietary minorities,
such as those who hold to religiouslybased dietary rules, including conserva¬
tive and orthodox Jews, Muslims, Hin¬
dus and Sikhs. Although a vegan bar
is offered every night, Halaal and Ko¬
sher. options, both of which involve the
blessing of food by a religious authority,
are either not available or not as readily
advertised in Commons. Certainly the
reasons people have for subscribing to
a major religion and following its cre¬
dos are equal in credibility to the rea¬
sons vegans have for abstaining from
animal products.
While these students are encouraged
to contact Christine Schwartz, Director
of Dining Services at Bates, in order to
“get the best information possible about
the food and menus Bates offer[s],” the
dietary needs of these students are not
as specifically and obviously attuned
to as those of the vegans. If Dining
Services wishes “to be recognized as
one of the finest collegiate level dining
services in the nation,” should not all
students be given equal attention in re¬
gards to dietary restrictions? Particularly
in light of Bates’ involvement in the col¬
lege-wide initiative “Nourishing Body
and Mind: Bates Contemplates Food,”
the Bates College Dining staff ought to
contemplate the dietary restrictions of
religious groups and of those with al¬
lergies as eagerly as they do veganism.
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Reconsidering Bates Admissions
If Higher Learning is Really About Learning,
Should Extracurricular Activities Matter?
REGINA TAVANI

MANAGING FORUM EDITOR
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For most of us at Bates, extracurricular
activities dominated our high school lives
as much as academics did. One or more of
them was likely our passion, or at least something we found enjoy¬
able and rewarding. We participated in them as a means of rec¬
reation, but let’s not try to kid ourselves. We also participated in
them because, as we all well know, no college application is truly
complete without an extensive and varied list of extracurricular ac¬
tivities. No soccer, violin and volunteering likely equals no admis¬
sion to the colleges of your choice, regardless of your SAT scores or
GPA. In the insane world of college admissions, the well-rounded
kid is king.
So are extracurriculars a bad thing? Of course not. If we enjoy
them as ends in themselves anyway, then what’s so bad about these
activities additionally serving as a means to an end? But here’s an¬
other question to ponder: Why exactly do extracurricular activities
matter so much in an application for admission to an institution of
higher learning (the operative word here being “learning”)? While
the honor, importance and necessity of obtaining leadership posi¬
tions, performing community service and taking advantage of in¬
ternationally-based programs have been so deeply ingrained in our
ivory tower values, let us try to remove ourselves from their thralls
for a minute and see the wood for the trees. Should being captain
of the lacrosse team or taking a summer theatre course in Budapest
really make a difference in whether or not a given college grants
you admission? If higher education is truly and primarily about the
pursuit of an education, then I would argue that the answer is no.
This, then, begs the question of why colleges and universities place
such a premium on extracurriculars in the first place.
Berkeley sociologist Jerome Karabel provides a fascinating and
somewhat shocking answer to this question in his book The Cho¬
sen: The Hidden History of Admission and Exclusion at Harvard,
Yale and Princeton - an answer that, in my opinion, invites debate
over whether colleges should continue considering extracurriculars
at all. According to Karabel, Ivy League colleges began weighing
extracurricular activities in the admissions process during the early
20th century to exclude Jewish students from gaining admission.
Hard to believe, right? But when it comes down to it, leadership,
public service, athleticism - all of the things which our society prizes
most dearly in our nation’s youth - have their roots in 19th cen¬
tury white upper class Protestant values. These attributes were the
hallmarks of a well-bred youngster worthy of a spot at Harvard,

Yale or Princeton, whatever his grades at Andover or Exeter may
have been. And they were such hallmarks precisely because they
were those characteristics that the Ivy League deemed foreign and
unobtainable to Jews and other “undesirable” applicants - unlike
grades, they were purely the product of boarding schools, breeding,
and as contemporaries saw it, of proper religion and proper genes.
Suddenly, being head prefect mattered if you wanted a degree from
Harvard. So did the sports you played - especially if those sports
were “manly” ones. Interviews were conducted so the college could
obtain a proper assessment of an individual’s physical characteris¬
tics and “character.” They were not conducted before this time. The
plan worked terrifically - the number of Jewish students at the Ivies
began to drop quickly. Ever wonder where the question “Mother’s
maiden name” came from? A trick to find out if a student’s mother,
if not father, was Jewish, of course.
America has come a long way since those days, but the college
admissions process has not. It’s easy to call the whole affair a meri¬
tocracy. After all, here at Bates in 2008, the student body is neither
all Protestant nor all from prep schools. But in reality, the admis¬
sions process, in emphasizing the need of extracurriculars, still bases
itself to some extent upon privilege, and it is little changed from
the one the Ivy League devised. A wider sect of society may now
obtain and wield that privilege, but all of it cannot and does not.
While some extracurricular activities may be enjoyed by anybody,
certain ones, especially those which entail high expenses - be they
sports such as skiing or foreign study programs - still bear a mark
of exclusion. Children from affluent and college-educated families
are conditioned from a young age to participate in these activities
because their parents see them as valuable and because they have
the time, money and education to invest in th,em. Yet children from
less privileged families are not so conditioned. If they are heavily
involved outside the classroom, it is often out of their own initiative.
In many cases, their parents may not place a premium on such feats
because they are not a part of their value system and because they
may have more pressing and serious matters of their own to deal
with. In a family struggling to keep up with bills and hold down
steady jobs, encouraging Johnny to volunteer at the soup kitchen
they themselves sometimes visit for dinner will not be high on the
list of priorities. The old muscular Protestant system is still in place
in American culture, albeit in a more subtle way. Yet subtleties can
often speak volumes, and if the nation’s colleges are truly committed
to increasing diversity, they must begin by creating a more egali¬
tarian admissions process. Extracurricular activities should certainly
not hurt a student’s chance of admission, but in a fair and balanced
system, they should not help him, either.
Affirmative action cannot make up for this. A great many of the
students lacking the familial values and advantages to obtain “well¬
roundedness” are white, and of those, a fair share are not poor, but
merely working or middle class. These students may have the brains
and grades for admission to a given school, but when their applica¬
tions are held against those with extensive resumes, ones frankly not
entirely different from those that Harvard, Yale and Princeton sought

in the 1920s, they will pale in comparison. And with the level of
competitiveness in college admissions today, their pallor will likely
land them in the reject bin.
But economic questions aside, placing heavy weight on extra¬
curricular activities also excludes students on the mere basis of per¬
sonal choice and preference. What for the student who is neither
athletic, artistic nor musically-inclined? What for the bookworm who
may not feel comfortable as an officer of the National Honor Society
or, who because of his shyness, was not even able to join the Na¬
tional Honor Society because his introversion had diverted him from
positions of leadership? A good friend of mine graduated fifth in our
high school class. Her GPA was higher than mine, but her extra¬
curricular involvement waned in comparison. When the acceptance
letters rolled in spring of senior year, she found herself rejected and
waitlisted at a number of institutions which academically appeared
to be a perfect match for her. She wound up attending our state
university. She’s in the honors program and happy there, but some¬
thing still seems unjust about a student with an extremely high level
of demonstrated intelligence and a glowing academic record being
denied admission to good colleges.
But with an ever-increasing number of “qualified” applicants for a
fixed number of spots, can colleges ignore extracurricular activities?
Some say they cannot. But while it may necessitate a more tedious
and painstaking process, I suspect that if admissions committees put
in the effort, they can return to a purely academic-based system.
After all, most law schools, including Harvard Law and Yale Law,
admit students based on two major factors: GPA’s and LSAT scores.
In few other arenas is the competition as intense as law school ad¬
missions. So for undergraduate admissions? The students with the
highest grades, most rigorous course loads, most academic honors,
best demonstrated writing abilities, and, if considered, highest stan¬
dardized test scores should be admitted. This may force colleges to
use quantitative measurements and spend more time scrutinizing
high school records, but in the end, such a method will produce the
most democratic class. If you find yourself feeling defensive of the
necessity of leadership or sports to a college application, it may not
hurt to more deeply consider why. Today’s admissions process has
its roots in a belief system that is steeped in a sense of exclusion
and is the very antithesis of what colleges should be and are trying
to achieve. Though American society has become less exclusive over
time, it is a far cry from classless, and it clings to its traditions more
than it would like to imagine. Only by discarding this process and
beginning anew can colleges truly begin to achieve diversity in all
its forms. And only by returning to a pure emphasis on what college
should be about - academics - and letting extracurricular activities
remain merely activities, conducted purely out of desire rather than
to please an admissions committee, can colleges truly claim to be
committed to creating an egalitarian student body.
Editor’s note: This is the third in a three part series examining the
efficacy of Bates admissions practices in creating a more diverse
student body.
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A Successful GOP Revitalization Will
Entail Return to Libertarian Values,
Not Pandering to Divisive Bases
BRENDAN O'BRIEN
STAFF WRITER

With the election of Ba¬
rack Obama last week, there
has been a lot of talk about where the GOP is
headed as a party. I would like to provide one
point of view on that issue.
First, let me say upfront that the thought
that Sarah Palin could be going anywhere but
back to Alaska is scary. Her anti-intellectual
politics have no place in the Republican Party.
But we should put her into perspective. I sup¬
pose it has become popular for Republicans to
blame the loss on her. 1 neither blame the loss
on her nor on John McCain. A Democrat win¬
ning this election was nearly inevitable and
Senator McCain only solidified that result by
courting the religious right. Clearly he did so
in the hope of avoiding their sitting out on
the election. This choice merely illustrated the
fact the he had no effective strategy that could
have won the election.
Certainly, Senator McCain could have - in¬
deed, should have - chosen a more honorable
strategy. He should have been faithful to his
former independently minded self - the John
McCain who earned the friendship of Vice
President-elect Joe Biden and Senator Joe Lieberman. Beyond being an honorable choice,
pursuing a more mainstream and therefore
centrist and principled election strategy would
have set his campaign in the direction the
Republican Party should be going. The GOP
should adopt neither the pandering to the
middle class that has recently characterized
the Democratic Party nor the pandering to the
religious right. The party should return to its

principles, now too often associated only with
the Libertarian Party, which argues for fixing
our problems without resorting to big govern¬
ment plans that in the past were fortunately
only promoted by Democrats.
At times John McCain’s rhetoric suggest¬
ed an understanding of the relevance of tra¬
ditionally Republican solutions, but his calls
for smaller government that didn’t get in the
way of the people lacked legitimacy. In the
same breath as his call for a Reagan-like gov¬
ernment, he proposed a solution to a prob¬
lem that involved more government than even
Obama’s solution. Even Sen. McCain’s phrase
“Country First” appealed to a sense of nation¬
alism and dependence on government that his
simultaneous call for a reduction in the size of
government contradicted. His campaign was
a representation of nearly all possible combi¬
nations of conservative, libertarian, religious,
independent and moderate factions of the Re¬
publican Party and lacked a consistent theme.
His phrases were nationalistic - “Fight with
me” and “Country First” - but his running mate
was religious; his ideological message was lib¬
ertarian conservative; his plans were moderate
to liberal.
To avoid contradiction while unifying the
conservative voice does not mean that the
Republican Party should adopt an ideology
that is so removed from policy that it contra¬
dicts itself. Continuing down this route would
mean that the GOP would essentially be fol¬
lowing the Democrats by using empty slogans
of “Hope” and “Change,” phrases which were
never associated with any particular political
ideology. Even though “Country First” made
no sense in the context of the campaign, it
still had more concrete meaning behind it than
Obama’s catch phrases did. The GOP cannot
be ideologically conservative or libertarian

while only paying, lip service to the principles
it once had. It needs to actually implement
those principles.
In the recent election, the Libertarian Party
had.a unified theme and it stood by those prin¬
ciples when creating a plan for our country.
The nature of libertarianism allows for adher¬
ents of apparently inconsistent beliefs to unify
behind a philosophy of an accommodating,
non-intrusive government. Religious ideolo¬
gies don’t change the structure of a libertar¬
ian government. Libertarian beliefs essentially
allow the separate factions of the Republican
Party to coexist more than the nationalistically
conservative and religious right would allow
for. If the GOP leadership heads in any other
direction but a return to the party’s libertar¬
ian principles, they risk losing all but the re¬
ligious right. They will speak only to a group
of people who choose to use government to
implement their own agenda rather than us¬
ing government as it was intended: to protect
our freedom from domestic and international
threats, to maintain a balance of power that
keeps the government from becoming tyranni¬
cal and to allow for the pursuit of happiness.
The election of 2012 will be very interest¬
ing for the Democrats. I find it hard to believe
that they will be able to maintain their cur¬
rent theme. Will President-elect Obama’s slo¬
gans be “More Hope,” “More Change,” “More
Obama,” and “Yes We Can, Again?” By then
I expect that the GOP will have realized the
influence of the religious right has been over¬
estimated because of the election of 2000. The
GOP must understand that the support the
party will lack from losing its “base” will be
recovered in the newfound support of inde¬
pendents, conservative Democrats, northern
Republicans and Libertarians who seek a vi¬
able candidate.

Spike in Crime by Locals Likely
Related to Economic Downturn
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

wealthy stranger than from that economics ma¬
jor who tutors your younger brother in algebra
on Thursday afternoons.
Don’t get me wrong: Bates already does
plenty to engage our little academic world
with the surrounding communities of Lewis¬
ton and Auburn. This year’s student volunteer
fellows at the Harvard Center are running
programs at the Hillview community housing
complex, the Lewiston Adult Learning Cen¬
ter, Longley Elementary School, Blake- Street
Towers and the Trinity Jubilee Center. Many
Bates students serve as a “big” to a local “lit¬
tle” through the Big Brothers Big Sisters pro¬
gram, many volunteer at St. Mary’s Hospital
and many travel over to Longley Elementary
School each week to spend lunch and recess
with young students participating in Bates
Buddies. This weekend’s Make a Difference
Day also brought students out into the com¬
munity for single-day service projects.
Despite all of these opportunities, howev¬
er,. I still hear plenty of students talking about
Lewiston’s “sketchy” residents and “gross”
downtown and I fear that, with the recent spout
of crimes, students - especially first-years - will
withdraw from community engagement.
Director of Security Tom Carey did make
it clear in an interview with The Student that

identifying the perpetrators as Lewiston resi¬
dents was not supposed to reinforce stereo¬
types or exacerbate shaky town-gown rela¬
tions. “I don’t want to make this sound like
‘Oh this is the locals and they’re the ones
committing the crime wave,”’ he said. Still,
the us-versus-them mentality is hard to avoid
when students are instructed to watch out for
Lewiston/Auburn youths trying to follow stu¬
dents into dorms.
Unless Obama can immediately right the
train wreck of our economy, the next few
years are not going to be getting any easier
for local Mainers. And while security cameras
may be able to curb the thefts, town-gown re¬
lations will not improve until the resentment
flowing both ways is stamped out. No mat¬
ter how much Bates itself is hurting in the
coming years (and no matter how even our
actual terrain), we will always be viewed as
the “rich college on the hill” - in other words,
as people it might be okay to steal from.
In my mind, the best way to fight local-onstudent crime is to put a face on the elusive
character that is “the Bates student.” This can
only be accomplished if actual Bates students
get out into the community’s schools, hospi¬
tals, housing complexes, soup kitchens, etc.
in much greater numbers. I see no reason
why community service - perhaps a hundred
hours of it in exchange for one class credit should not be a requirement for graduation.

We are, after all, required to take RE.
We are living in a microcosm of some of
the world’s most fascinating juxtapositions.
Lewiston/Auburn is a city where Muslims and
Christians walk the same streets; where Eng¬
lish language learners and seventh-generation
Mainers sit in the same classrooms; where Halal stores sell groceries down the street from
Simone’s (red) hotdog stand. In other words,
it’s a city that demonstrates, in real life, many
of the complicated issues we are learning
about in classrooms at Bates.
Although the Harward Center is not in¬
tuitively the first place to go to fight crime at
Bates, it should probably be our next stop.
While the assault and the thefts are most
likely the doing of a small handful of local
youths, these incidents are symptomatic of
the kind of aggravation of town-gown rela¬
tions that can occur during times of economic
hardship. As Bates teaches us, the only way
to truly disband stereotypes is to have faceto-face contact with “the other.” The more
that local L/A residents have positive interac¬
tions with Bates students, and vice versa, the
less we will be able to write each other off
as “stuck-up” or “sketchy.” And the more we
personalize “the other,” the less crime (and
potential retaliation to that crime) there will
be. Instead of withdrawal, the response to
these recent security incidents should actu¬
ally be community outreach.

Entertainment A Useful Tool For Exposing
Politicians’ Strengths and Weaknesses
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

excuse. I believe his absence from the show during his campaign was
directly correlated with his inability to lead this country - one skit, and
he would have been exposed long ago.
I can’t think of a better way to judge a candidate’s credibility than
through a medium such as SNL. Seeing our politicians in this light is
different than seeing them anywhere else, even in a debate, which
is perhaps the most similar situation. When someone is on SNL, the
show can expose their ability to evoke smiles, their ease with using
language, fend their proficiency at comedic timing. I think these are
all vital traits that someone who is leading my country should have especially the latter. Sometimes the most important thing in leadership
is a sense of humor. And hopefully the kind that makes people laugh
with you, not at you.

progresses' and blunders, praises and criticisms, TV and radio stations
would be filled with dead air and entertainment publications would
be coming off the press with blank pages. Entertainment relies on
politics to provide some of its most enticing content.
Apart from popular entertainment being the way in which most
people are exposed to politics, I would argue that entertainment pro¬
vides the best method by which to truly learn about our politicians. I
do not agree with the exploitation of elements of politicians’ private
lives - John Edwards was participating in some extracurriculars? Bill
Clinton was getting some? Fine, but those are their issues. Where
entertainment is and should be useful is in exposing our
politicians’ strengths and weaknesses.
What better way is there to judge our potential lead¬
ers than by putting them on Saturday Night Live? While
Weekend Update on SNL is not exactly akin to the Cu¬
ban Missile Crisis, sketch comedy does provide a way
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364
Number of electoral votes won by Obama.
He needed 270 to win

162
Number of electoral votes won by McCain.

64
Percent of youth vote garnered by Obama.
McCain won 30 percent. This was a record
turnout for voters ages 18 to 29-

2.2
Increase, in millions, of number of youth vot¬
ers who voted in the election compared with
2004.

57
Number of Democrats in the Senate following
last Tuesday’s results. This number represents
an increase of six senators.

40
Number of Republicans in the Senate follow¬
ing last Tuesday’s results. This number repre¬
sents a decrease of six senators.

255
Number of Democrats in the House following
last Tuesday’s results. This number represents
an increase of 20 Congressmen.

174
Number of Republicans in the House follow¬
ing last Tuesday’s results. This number repre¬
sents a decrease of 20 Congressmen.

15
Minimum age required for females to get mar¬
ried in France until 2006, when it was
raised to 18. The minimum age for males to
get married was 18 prior to 2006.

Approximate number of people born each
second.

1.33
Approximate number of people who die
each second.

2.67
Approximate increase in the human popula¬
tion per second.

263
Average amount of eggs the typical American
eats per year.

6,400
Average cost in dollars of raising a medium
sized dog to the age of 11.

722
Number of phone calls to the Lewiston Police
Department last week.

Feet of shoreline Popham Beach is losing per
week.
_nytimes.eora, cnn.com, census.gqv, funnyfact.com
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Senior Thesis Spotlight: Stigma Perpetuates HIV Epidemic

“Feminine Style” in Political Speaking
DANIELA REICHELSTEIN

STAFF WRITER

On election night 2008, Bates senior
Caitlin Murphy was glued to CNN, know¬
ing that results would deeply impact not
only America but also the topic of her
senior thesis: Sarah Palin’s oratory.
Murphy chose her topic because
Palin’s nomination “is significant
for women, especially in the politi¬
cal sphere,” she said. “My idea was
formed by watching her address and
realizing that this was a great politi¬
cal/rhetorical moment that I could not
pass up to examine.”
Murphy, a rhetoric major, will fo¬
cus solely on the acceptance speech
Palin gave at the Republican National
Convention in September. “I am ana¬
lyzing her convention speech to look
at how she uses the ‘feminine style’
to further strengthen her position as
Vice President by fulfilling the posi¬
tional gendered expectation of sub¬
mission,” Murphy said.
With roots in the Suffrage move¬
ment, the "feminine style” of speaking
emerged in the late eighteenth century
as a way for women to have a voice
without violating social norms. “When¬
ever a woman left the domestic realm,
it was necessary to adopt a 'public femi¬
nine persona,’ thus creating a rhetorical
means of speaking while reaffirming
one’s femininity,” Murphy explained.
Palin employed the feminine
style, which includes “inviting audi¬
ence participation, relying on per¬
sonal experience and using a com¬
passionate tone” in her convention

speech. Murphy argues that this bol¬
stered Palin’s position as a candidate.
“The vice presidential role is like a
woman sitting at home waiting to be
asked out on a date,” Murphy said. “It
is more passive.”
Murphy concludes that contempo¬
rary female politicians are caught in a
paradox: women who appear mascu¬
line are not recognized by either men
or women because they threaten gender
norms. However, at the opposite end of
the spectrum, men do not identify with
meek, submissive females either.
“Women are still stuck in this
Catch-22, if you will: how to be suc¬
cessful without breaking gender
norms,” Murphy said. “How can you
be feminine, but be assertive? How can
you show emotion, but, still be taken
seriously and not be identified as ‘wishy
washy?’ How can a woman be a pro¬
fessional but still manage her family?”
Murphy cites “Nalin’ Palin,” a re¬
cent popular hustler.com porn video,
as an example of this paradox. “It’s
interesting how we’ll see a porn video
of Palin because she’s a woman with
feminine qualities, but we’ll never see
a video of Hillary Clinton because
she’s so masculine.”
Murphy thinks that the election of
Democratic candidate Barack Obama
to the presidency holds strong impli¬
cations for women in politics. “It is
interesting that women received suf¬
frage before African Americans but
that women still have not broken the
political ceiling,” she said. “I think
that Obama will continue to blaze
the trail for groups that have been
silenced for so long.”

BCSG Reviews Procedures
HILLARY BOK

STAFF WRITER

At the meeting on Nov.
10, the BCSG discussed
the review of the consti¬
tutional bylaws and procedures of the
Budget Committee recently conducted
by the Executive Judiciary Committee.
The first issue that the EJC sought to
address was the need for someone to
be operating as Treasurer in the event
that the originally appointed Treasurer
had other obligations at any point cru¬
cial to meeting budget deadlines.
"The Treasurer may step down in
cases of religious, personal or healthrelated obligations,” said Parliamen¬
tarian Meredith Greenberg ’ll. “How¬
ever, in the event that this occurs
during a time that would prevent the
budget from being passed on time,
the Treasurer should appoint some¬
one to keep the process going. This
person would need to be approved
by the RA, however.”
The BCSG also discussed the im¬
plications of changing the budget

deadlines to allow clubs to plan their
budgets more effectively. Members
considered a variety of changes to the
budget timing. One such possibility in¬
cluded abolishing the fixed allocation
of funds that clubs elect to be a part of
in March every year.
“Fixed cost allocation has turned
into a sham and we need to get rid of
it,” said RA President Paul Suitter ’09.
However, RA members argued that
abolishing fixed cost allocation would
severely impede the ability of the Chase
Hall Committee and EMS to function
normally during the first month of the
academic year.
Additionally, the EJC examined
the percentage of funding allocated
for travel costs. While only 15 per¬
cent of funds are currently set aside
for travel expenses, this figure is in¬
sufficient in light of inflation and ris¬
ing fuel costs. Clubs like Mock Tri¬
al and Model UN depend on travel
funds for most of what they do, so
the EJC proposed that 25 percent of
funds , should be allocated for travel
as opposed to only 15 percent.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The discrimination, unfortunately,
did not stop with strangers. Gulden
recalled the slew of “horrible names”
her mother called her after hearing the
news. “I wanted to be tattooed with a
big H on my forehead so people would
know not to touch me, not to get near
me,” she explained.
The shame she felt was a result of
her own misconceptions about HIV, Gul¬
den said. Fueled mostly by movies and
television, her image of an HIV positive
person was sickly and moribund. She did
not want to be “subhuman,” and did not
want to force her family to watch her die,
she said. “I was going through the mo¬
tions - going to school and work and to
the doctor and taking my medicine - but
I wasn't living. I was waking up in the
middle of the night crying and scream¬
ing. I couldn’t sleep because I was crying
so much,” she said.
Her mother urged her to get an
abortion, but Gulden walked out of
the office before the procedure started.
Showing inspiring self-awareness, Gul¬
den admitted that she kept the baby
mainly because she thought it would be
her last chance to have one. She under¬
stands now that keeping her son carried
her through her depression and now
calls four-year-old Noah her “angel.”
A month before Noah’s birth, Gul¬
den was set up with an HIV/AIDS advo¬
cacy group by a school advisor. She met
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Chelsea Gulden, who tested positive for HIV in 2003, answers questions about liv¬
ing with the disease. Gulden works with Hope’s Choice, an international organiza¬
tion dedicated to educating young adults about HIV and AIDS, with the hope of
ending both the spread of the disease and the stigma associated with it. Gulden is
a counselor, offering support to HIV positive youth in North Carolina.

a woman who had been living with HIV
for fifteen years, and for the first time
saw that it was possible for her to live
a normal life. Her previous perceptions
of HIV positive people were disproven
the more she met other positive indi¬
viduals and continued to work with the
organization as a counselor for young
people. Today she has helped over 90
HIV positive youth in her county.

This is what drives Gulden to
speak to young adults now. “If at¬
titudes towards HIV don’t change,
my grandchildren will be living in a
world where everyone has HIV,” she
said. Stigma and irresponsibility drive
the HIV epidemic, she said, and pre¬
vention is as simple as safe sex. “You
can prevent becoming HIV positive,”
she concluded.

Bates Security and Campus Safety Report
Classification

Date

Theft from Buildings
10/24/08
Disturbance
10/24/08
Neighborhood Complaint
10/25/08
Disturbance - Loud Music
10/25/08
Neighborhood Complaint
10/25/08
Neighborhood Complaint
10/25/08
Neighborhood Complaint
10/25/08
Disturbance - Loud Party
10/26/08
Theft/Larceny
10/26/08
Disturbance - Loud Music
10/27/08
Dorm Damage
10/27/08
Bicycle Theft
10/27/08
Theft/Larceny
10/27/08
Theft/Larceny
10/27/08
Criminal Mischief of Motor Vehicle 10/28/08
Theft From Building
10/28/08
Theft/Larceny
10/28/08
Criminal Trespass
10/31 /08
Burglary - Not Forceful Entry
10/31 /08
Criminal Trespass
10/31 /08
Simple Assault
11/01/08
Simple Assault
11/01/08
Burglary - Not Forceful Entry
11/01 /08
Simple Assault
11/01/08
Criminal Trespass
11/01/08

Location

Disposition

Pettigrew Hall, room 121
Open
WRBC
Taken Care Of
77 Nichols Street
Report Taken
Rand Hall, room 126
Taken Care Of
161 College Street
Report Taken
Hacker House
Taken Care Of
Webb House
Taken Care Of
Rand Hall, 2nd floor lounge
Taken Care Of
Front of Hacker House
Open
Frye House
Taken Care Of
Parker Hall
Open
Clason House
Open
Page Hall, room 401
Open
Front of Chase Hall
Open
275 College Street
Open
Page Hall, room 223
Open
Rand Hall, 3rd floor lounge
Open
Soccer Field
Report Taken
Wentworth Adams Hall
Open
Hedge Hall, outside
Report Taken
Comer of Frye St. and College St. Report Taken
Comer of Frye St. and College St. Report Taken
Wilson House
Open
Comer of Frye St. and College St. Report Taken
Gray Cage
Report Taken

To contact the security office, please call (207) 786-6254, or send e-mails to the Director of Security and Campus
Safety, Tom Carey, at tcarey@bates.edu.

Lewiston Police Department Crime Log

■

a

■

Criminal Mischief

This Week in Bates History...
1876
After six sophomores were suspended for a prank, “the remainder of the class
asked the same punishment, knowing some of those suspended to be innocent
of the charges brought against them, and considering themselves equally guilty,”
leaving the College without a sophomore class for the remainder of the term.

1886
Mocking our competition in the Student: “The Trustees of Tufts were called
upon, early in the year, to say whether, in the event of a special endowment
of $100,000 for the purpose, they would open the college to young women on
equal terms with young men. They voted it inexpedient.”

■
m

The medical building at 12 Bates St. was tagged with graffiti prior to 11/05. “Kings” was tagged on the building.
The resource center at Hillview apartments was tagged with graffiti overnight 11/05 - 11/06.
The building at 19 Enterprise St. was tagged with graffiti prior to 11/05.
The Enterprise Foundry at 40 East Ave. was tagged with graffiti between 10/31 - 11/03, “King of Kings - We Back”
was tagged.
The rear of the Promenade Mall as well as several trailers were tagged with graffiti sometime between 08:00 on 11/02
and 10:00 on 11/03. “The World is Ours,” “Saint,” and several dollar signs were tagged.
A portable classroom at Martel School at 880 Lisbon St. was tagged with graffiti over the weekend 10/31 - 11/02.
A vehicle parked at the Physicians Professional Management Corp. at 40 East Ave. was tagged with graffiti overnight
11/02 - 11/03. “King of Kings” was tagged.
The Public Theater building at 23 Maple St. was tagged with graffiti stating “King of Kings” and “Kioks We Back”
between 22:30 on 10/31 and 11:00 onll/01. Similar graffiti was also found in Auburn over the weekend.

1925

Thefts

Bates kicked off a Week of Prayer with an International Tea in Rand Hall, at¬
tended by “the women of the college and the ladies of the faculty.” For the
week, each night a meeting was held in the different dormitories for the pur¬
pose of devotion and prayer. “The importance of this week of prayer, cannot be
over-estimated in its value to the students,” said the article.

A grey dress coat, an iPod and an Apple Macbook were stolen from a dorm room at Frye House on 29 Frye St.
sometime on 11/01 - 11/02.
A computer monitor and a keyboard were stolen from 71 Oak St. 1st fl. prior to midnight on 10/31.
A mailbox at 311 Randall Rd. was stolen sometime between 23:00 on 11/04 and 07:30 on 11/05.
A vehicle parked at 40 East Ave. was burglarized between 21:00 and 22:00 hrs. on 11/06. A white Karate Gi was taken
from inside.

1948
A Letter to the Editor questioned the administration’s practice of choosing room¬
mates for incoming students based on race and religion. The Student advertised
the Sadie Hawkins Dance: “The coeds get their big chance this weekend.”

1980
An editorial on the new course requirements for the Class of 1984 says that once
the members of that class have read them, “there should not he a dry eye left
in the house... A most difficult task facing the class of 1984 is deciphering the
baffling, confusing description of academic requirement procedure.”

1992
Forum Staff Writer Jason Aldrich wrote an anicle saying that George H.W. Bush
deserved his ousting: “A Bush victory, however narrow, would have sent a mes¬
sage to the party’s present leadership that they could expect victory by nominat¬
ing a second-rate candidate and running unabashed sleazy campaigns.”

2004
The Coalition of Progressive Students called “an emergency meeting to save Amer¬
ica” after George W. Bush’s re-election, which more than 50 students attended.
Will Armstrong '07, the group’s leader, wrote a Letter to the Editor thanking Bush
“for bolstering the ranks of the Left, for alienating thousands of voters and radical¬
izing them, and for educating half of America about the failure of democracy.”

Motor Vehicle Burglary
A vehicle parked at 70 Middle St. was burglarized prior to 18:00 on 11/02. The vehicle was unlocked, and a TomTom
GPS was taken from inside.
A vehicle parked at the Chick a Dee at 1472 Lisbon St. was burglarized prior to 21:00 on 11/04. Items were taken
from inside the vehicle.
A vehicle parked at 52 Boston Ave. was burglarized on 10/31 prior to 21:53. The rear window of a soft top convertible
was cut to gain entry, and the residence was also targeted with criminal mischief.
Robbery
On 11/01 at 00:55, a pedestrian claimed to have been held down and robbed of money while in front of 61 Walnut St.
The suspects have yet to be identified.
Rape
A female reported that she was raped in the hallway of 277 Lisbon St. on 11/01. She claims that a 30-40 year old white
male forced her to the ground and sexually assaulted her.

The Lewiston Police Department provides this information to the public in an attempt to keep them as informed as
possible to recent crimes, trends, and patterns. If you have any information pertinent to any of these events, please
notify the department at (207)784-6421._
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Former Student Leader Now Recruits for Colby

News in Brief
Nutritionist Provides Food
Guidelines for Athletes
When two teams with equally skilled and conditioned players meet in a game,
nutrition is the “missing link” that gives the wining team the edge, sports nutri¬
tionist Nancy Clark said to a large crowd of Bobcats on Nov. 3. To prove her
point, Clark pointed out some common bad eating habits that can be corrected to
improve athletes’ performances.
Instead of eating a large platter of hamburgers and curly fries for dinner, fol¬
lowed by buffalo wings and soda at Milts at 11 p.m., Clark advised, “fuel by day,
diet by night.” Too often, athletes, and students especially, “eat on a crescendo,”
she said. While moderation is desirable, “frontloading,” or eating more in the be¬
ginning of the day and eliminating the snacks at night, is the best way to maintain
a healthy, calorie intake.
A survey of 425 collegiate athletes found that 43 percent of participants “were
terrified of becoming overweight.” Too many female athletes, runners in particu¬
lar, eliminate fat completely from their diets, reported Clark. When runners ate
more healthy fats, such as nuts, peanut butter or salmon, spread out at each meal,
they had 14 percent more endurance, according to one study.
Knowing when to eat is just as important as knowing what to eat before and
after physical exertion. Referring to food as fuel, Clark stressed that food is es¬
sential to performance. In a study of athletes who trained in the morning, those
who had a sports drink, which is simply sugar, as Clark pointed out, performed
10 percent better than those athletes who had trained without fuel. When the en¬
ergy drink is upgraded to water, an energy bar and breakfast, athletes performed
20 percent better than those without fuel. Pre-exercise food should be “light and
hearty,” such as a banana, dried fruit, pretzels, an English muffin or graham crack¬
ers, recommended Clark. Individual athletes have different tolerances for food
before exercise, she cautioned.
Athletes “haven't finished training until they’ve refueled,” Clark said. Recovery
foods are important because muscles are most receptive to refueling immediately
after they’ve been depleted of glycogen. A combination of carbohydrates and pro¬
teins for recovery reduces athletes' muscle soreness. Marines who ate 40 calories
of protein as part of recovery had 17 percent less muscle soreness and 28 percent
fewer doctors’ visits for bacterial and viral infections. Possible recovery foods in¬
clude yogurt, trail mix, Cheerios with milk, and pasta with meat sauce.
Rest days without exercise are important for the body and the mind, but many
athletes fear that they don’t have the right to eat as much if they haven't exercised
that day. What athletes perceive to be a weight gain is actually water weight, Clark
explained. For each ounce of glycogen, the body has two to four ounces of water.
Athletes will be just as hungry on days that they don’t exercise, so they should not
hesitate to eat just as much, Clark emphasized.
Dieting and vegan athletes should be eating more protein than other athletes.
Eight out of nine vegetarian athletes have low iron from not eating red meat, but
they can also get iron from Wheaties. said Clark. Engineered dietary supplements,
designed for “convenience and not necessity,” are overpriced and don’t provide any
nutrients that cannot be obtained through a healthy diet, Clark said.
Clark, who studied exercise physiology, works for Healthworks, a fitness
center based in Chestnut Hill, Mass., and has worked with the U.S. Olympic
gymnastics and swimming teams.
-SIMONE PATHE/THE BATES STUDENT

Psychologist Examines
Human Perspectives on
the Body and Soul

7 86-3 3 63
48 CENTRAL AVE. ONE BLOCK FROM CRAY CACE!

After being told that he was no lon¬
ger being considered for the position of
Assistant Dean of Admissions at Bates,
former BCSG President and Senior Ad¬
missions Fellow Bill Jack ’08 accepted a
position with Bates archrival Colby.
Jack acknowledges that taking any
job at his alma mater’s rival would be
challenging, but “taking the job in ad¬
missions just adds a whole new wrinkle
to the mix.” Even though he is frequent¬
ly asked where he attended college,
Jack embraces the challenge and has
been enjoying his job with Colby, refer¬
ring to it as “one of the best decisions I
have made in recent years.”
Comparing himself to other ’08
graduates, many of whom are either
unemployed, in jobs with no benefits
and poor treatment, or in jobs that they
dislike enough to be unhappy but not
enough to quit, Jack feels lucky to be
working in a field he loves and in the
type of setting he craved. Jack applied
solely for admissions jobs and his goal
was to work at a small, private liberal
arts college in New England.
Jack maintains that his fondness for
Bates has not changed since taking a po¬
sition at Colby, and is occasionally even
higher. “As everyone to whom I have
talked about this notion of fondness
and loyalty, all realize that my four years
at Bates cannot be superceded by my
four months at Colby,” he said. “Maybe
in a few years, once I have spent more
time away from Bates, my fondness may
weaken, in part because most of the stu¬
dents I know will have graduated. But
for now, I know most of the students and
my fondness, in large part, is due to their
continued presence on the campus.”
Colby Admissions is unlike many
other schools’ admissions offices in that
fewer than half of the admissions of¬
ficers are Colby graduates. Still, Jack is
occasionally teased for having attended
Bates. “I am given a hard time (almost

all of it is in good fun) about where I
went. However, normally this little jok¬
ing around about going to Bates quickly
turns to asking me to compare Colby and
Bates,” he said. “But I want to say also
that my having gone to Bates makes me
very often the subject of questions about
what Bates did that worked, what Bates
did that did not, and comparing that to
what Colby has done that has worked
and not worked. So, at least within my
office, I feel that being a recent graduate
of a Colby rival is proving to be a great
contribution to my office in terms of im¬
proving upon our own practices.”
As the youngest person in the of¬
fice by eight years, Jack brings a differ¬
ent perspective to the staff. Even though
Colby has twice as many majors as
Bates, two times the endowment, three
times the number of libraries and dining
halls and more than six times as much
land, Jack finds that the campuses are
far more similar than they are different.
Never one for rivalries, Jack believes it is
much better to be working as partners.
Jack said that he wishes that Bates
and Colby would work together more
frequently since they are missing op¬
portunities to improve each other’s cam¬
puses. Perhaps the most enlightening
of his observations for Bates students
would be about the student body.
“I am learning very quickly that many
of the stereotypes that Bates students
have about Colby students are not only
inaccurate, but that they do not seem to
be based in much fact at all,” Jack said.
“It is almost as if some of the stereotypes
were fabricated decades ago and have
been passed along the generations. Few
people seem to have any grasp on what it
is like at Bates and what it is like at Colby.
I admit that I am glad I am joining the
ranks of those select few people.”
Even though there were many things
Jack wanted to change about Bates
while a student and BCSG president, he
said that the main difference he would
like to see implemented at Bates is the
elimination of loans from financial aid
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Bill Jack ’08, two-time BCSG President
and former Senior Admissions Fellow
at Bates, is now an Admissions and
Financial Aid Counselor at Colby.

packages, which Colby’s endowment
has allowed them to pursue recently.
Jack intends to get involved with
various committees and associations
outside of admissions at Colby, just as
he did at Bates. For instance, he has be¬
come an advisor to the student govern¬
ment. Asked where he seems himself in
10 years, Jack said, “With all these con¬
nections, I see myself staying at Colby
for at least a couple of years, if not even
longer. The wonderful thing about ad¬
missions is that there are so many ad¬
missions positions available around the
world. So, if I happen to decide I want a
change of scenery from Waterville, there
are thousands of other places I can go to
continue with admissions while gaining
the perspective of another institution.”
Jack still has an interest in student ac¬
tivities ranging from residential life to judi¬
cial affairs and hopes to eventually involve
himself with the students more regularly.

Thesis Research on Effects of Climate
Change Connects with Community
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

VA
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

ALEXANDRA KELLY

Humans view the world through two distinct lenses, a mental dynamic that
Yale professor of psychology Paul Bloom termed “common sense dualism” in a
lecture at Bates last Thursday.
The first lens focuses on physical forms, such as bodies, organs, chairs or
tables. The second takes into consideration abstract notions, such as the essence
of a person, or what some would call the human soul - as Bloom described, things
that have common sense, views or aspirations.
He posed the argument that these two lenses shape the human perspective
of the world because they are a biologically hardwired, intrinsic component of
the human mind, present from birth onward. The professor offered a wealth of
empirical data that traced dualism’s provenance to genetic rather than cultural
or social circumstances. Numerous experiments, he explained, have indicated
that though human babies do not possess a sophisticated understanding of the
social or physical world, they do begin life with a basic, foundational awareness
of related issues.
For example, at early stages of development, humans distinguish between
the death of one’s physical body and one’s mental essence, assuming that while
the body will eventually be “gone,” the mental component will live on in one
way or another. In fact, children generally fail to make the connection between
mental activity and the functioning of the human brain. It was found that while
early education leads young children to comprehend that “the brain is thinking”
during a narrow range of intellectual activities, such as problem solving, children
maintain that other facets of their cognitive beings are not tethered to anything
manifested by their physical biology.
For instance, children’s books such as “Help! I’m Trapped in my Teacher’s
Body” by Todd Strasser, promote the understanding that a person's true being,
or soul, is something distinct from any physical structure, and in this case can
thus be separated from one’s body. On a similar note, many children hold that
in the event of a brain transplant between a human and a pig, the pig would
retain its “piggy” emotions and thoughts, though its mental processing speed
and overall brainpower would increase, and the reverse would occur for the
human. The implications of this theory are far-reaching and important to con¬
temporary social discourse.
Bloom cited a point made by former U.S. President Bill Clinton, who articu¬
lated the real issue behind abortion rights in America. Clinton claimed that while
both sides of the argument share a deeply rooted concern for the treatment of
human souls, the two camps diverge in identifying the point at which a soul
enters and sanctifies a body.
Bloom also explained that when humans focus on the soul of a physical en¬
tity, their relevant moral judgments become warmer and the tendency towards
empathy is increased. This growth of what he referred to as “the moral circle”
can go the other way when attention is directed towards an objectified, physical
body, as is done in the production of pornographic media.
The argument made by Bloom thus contributes a vital refinement to many
pressing questions about human empathy, society and nature in general. In
understanding why humans act in certain ways, it may be most important to
understand through which lens humans view their surroundings.
-GARDINER NARDINI/THE BATES STUDENT

AMPUS
UTTERS

SAM NAGOURNEY

Bates seniors Dana Oster and Em¬
ily Chandler are combining their year¬
long geology theses with community
work by developing a “Coastal Envi¬
ronmental Archive” for Seawall Beach
in Phippsburg, Maine.
With their advisor, geology professor
Mike Retelle, Oster and Chandler have
spent the last several months mapping
changes in the coastline of the beach,
comparing their data to aerial photographs
from 1953 and 2001, as well as to a dune
ridge created by a blizzard in 1978. They
will use their conclusions to predict what
will happen to the beach in the 21st cen¬
tury, using predictions of sea level and
temperature from climate change reports.
In addition to mapping the beach,
the students have been-working with
the surrounding community of Phipps¬
burg. With the support of a commu¬
nity-based research grant . from the
Harward Center for Community Part¬
nerships, Chandler, a native of North
Yarmouth, spent the summer sharing
data, putting together a lecture series
on the beach and its changes for local
residents, and working with the Small
Point summer school.
This combination of community work
with student and faculty research “really
seems to be a model of the kind of re¬
search we want to encourage,” said David
Scobey, Director of the Harward Center.
Mapping what is happening to
Seawall Beach is important because
“It is the last completely undeveloped
sand beach in Maine,” explained Oster,
whose research was supported by a
Hughes Summer Fellowship. The data

they collect will be used to understand
the natural movements of sand beaches.
Those data can then be applied to other
beaches with closely surrounding com¬
munities, such as Old Orchard Beach, 35
miles to the southwest, which has apart¬
ment buildings, hotels and other man¬
made structures right on the beach.
Chandler also created the Seawall
Beach Project, an environmental photo
archive that has collected images of
the beach from as early as 1930 from
longtime area residents. Eventually, she
said, the archive will be put online to
share the history of the beach with the
entire community.
The topography of the beach and po¬
sition of the nearby rivers changes dra¬
matically from season to season and from
year to year. With their research, Retelle,
Oster and Chandler will be sorting out
the natural processes that cause those
changes, using GPS to plot their data on
older maps and photographs. They will
determine which changes are short-term,
based on seasons, and which are long¬
term, based on global climate change.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Cli¬
mate Change released its Fourth Assess¬
ment Report in 2007. Its predictions of
a rise in sea level in the next century,
taking thermal expansion of oceans
into account, suggest what Oster called
“a very reasonable maximum” of two
feet if global temperatures rise by four
degrees Celsius.
From the 1800s to 1998, the rate of
change in sea level was only a few mil¬
limeters a year. That has tripled in the
last decade, said Retelle.
Seawall Beach is a barrier beach
system that protects the marshes be¬
hind it. The question that rapid rise
in sea level poses for changes in the

coastline, Oster explained, is whether
the rise will accelerate the natural mi¬
grations of the features of the beach,
or happen too quickly for the beach to
adjust and simply flood it.
Their mapping will look at the dune
line, which indicates the sea level during
storms; high and low tides; the migration
of the Sprague River on the southwest¬
ern side of the beach; and the buildup
of spits and sandbars at the mouth of the
Morse River. “All the action is in the spits
and the rivers,” Oster said.
Retelle, a glacial geologist whose
own research deals with lakes, became
involved in studying the Maine coast
because of research interests of his stu¬
dents. Oster and Chandler’s work is the
latest in a series of student projects that
stretches back to 1983. Their environ¬
mental archive is possible, he said, be¬
cause “we had the right students in the
right place at the right time.”
Community support of the current
project has been strong. “Something
that I’m continually impressed by is the
number of people involved in this proj¬
ect, who have helped us in so many
ways,” Chandler said.
This was made evident by the range
of people who attended the presentation
of their work on Oct. 21 as part of the
Harward Center’s Public Works in Prog¬
ress Series. Audience members ranged
from students and faculty to people who
work with the Bates Morse Mountain area
to the mayor of Chandler’s hometown.
The Public Works in Progress series
is “one of the few places on the Bates
campus where faculty, students, staff
and community members come togeth¬
er,” Scobey said, after audience mem¬
bers had introduced themselves. “The
range of this group is great.”

Student Post Office Adjusts Hours
SIMONE PATHE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The student post office in the base¬
ment of Chase Hall will be open Monday
through. Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., but
will only resume Saturday morning hours
if there is a large influx of mail. Currently,
“there is not a demand in volumes, traf¬
fic or business to justify staffing the Post
Office,” according to Laurie Henderson,
Director of Office Services. The post office
was open on Saturdays in September, on
Reunion Weekend and Parents and Fami¬
lies Weekend to accommodate a high vol¬
ume of mail. If the volume of mail picks
up in January, as it typically does at the
beginning of a semester, the post. office
will extend its hours to include Saturdays.
Henderson would like to remind students
that “if someone has an urgent need dur¬
ing our closed hours to pick up a package,
of medicine for example, we have and al¬
ways will accommodate that need.”

LOUISA DEMMITT/THE BATES STUDENT

One of the few remaining reasons that students regularly visit Chase Hall, the build¬
ing that housed old Commons, the student post office has changed its hours. It will
no longer be open on Saturday mornings. Low student traffic during those hours
has convinced Office Services that the weekend shift is unnecessary.
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{pje pates i£>tubent
Wednesday. Nov. 12
Information
session for students
interested in a travel
program to Malawi
and Zambia.
5:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m.
New Commons
211

Health Corps
information session
with recruiter
Margo Reynolds
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
New Commons 222

Thursday. Nov. 13
Room to Love
Worship Series
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
Chapel
Please join us for a weekly I
Multifaith worship service in I
which we explore the matters
of the human heart.

“Well Kept Secrets:
Eating Disorders on the
College Scene”
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
New Commons 221

“Is Religion Just a Cultural Thing?”
Bates Christian Fellowship Lecture
by Mako Nagasawa
6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Chase Hall Lounge

What aspects of the college environment I
can contribute to disordered eating? I
Presented by Holly Hemenway, Director I
of Education and Outreach at MEDA, I
a non profit organization that assists tire I
community at large in addressing issues
pertaining to body image, eating disor¬
ders and disordered eating.

Crosstones/Deansmen Concert
8:30 p.m.
I Frank’s Lounge at 280 College St. I

Bates Democrats
Meeting
8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
New Commons
221

An evening with poet, translator
and scholar of classical Indian
poetry, Andrew Schelling
7:30 p.m.
Mays Center

Village Club Series
9 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Mays Center
Caleb Hawley

ELL Table
12 p.m. -1 p.m.
New Commons 211

Hillel Meeting
6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
New Commons
226

Vagina Monologues Auditions
8 p.m.
Pcttengill G52

Amnesty International
Lecture:
“Food Not Bombs”
7 p.m.
Pettengill G52

iSecular Student Alliancel
8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Pettengill 116

Keith McHenry, co-founder of
Food Not Bombs, will speak I
about his organization’s response I
to the global economic crisis and I
the increase in hunger.

Japanese Language
Table
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
New Commons 116

Global Lens
Film Series
The Kite
7 p.m.
Olin 104

Chinese Table
15 p.m. - 7 p.m.
New
ICommons 1311

French Langauge Table
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
New Commons 131

Juggling Club
8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Skelton Lounge
No experience necessary; drop by
anytime

Friday, Nov. 14
Planet Earth Showing
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Carnegie 104
I Start your weekend off right - come see I
(Planet Earth! Relax, watch and enjoy a I
(great show about the environment. This |
| is the first public event of the new stu(dent biology club Helicase! Pizza and!
| other snacks will be provided.

Want to advertise an
event on this calendar?

Shabbat with Hillel
5:45 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Frye Street Union

Men’s Hockey versus
Connecticut College
7 p.m.
Underhill Arena

Filmboard: The Dark Knight
7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. / Olin 104

E-mail agoldst2@bates.edu with title,
time, place and a brief description.
Submissions are due the Sunday
prior to publication by 6 p.m.

Freewill Folk Society Contradance
8:00 p.m. / Chase Hall Lounge

Saturday, Nov. 13
Bates Modern Dance
Company Presents
Effort of Air
5 p.m
Schaeffer Theater

Anamanaguchi
with Lionshare and
Sweet America
Presented by
WRBC & CHC
10 p.m.
Mays Center

| Come see Bates dancers perform (
Iworks by various artists.

Men’s Basketball Alumni Game
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Alumni Gym

Bates College Choir Concert
conducted by John Corrie
8 p.m.
Olin Concert Hall

Filmboard:
The Dark Knight
2 p.m. & 7 p.m.

Women’s Basketball Alumni Game
3 p.m. -5 p.m.
Alumni Gym

(Students will perform “Ceremony of Carols” by Benjamin]
| Britten, “Das Cartas” by Hiroya Miura, and “Gloria” by|
Antonio Vivaldi. Reserve tickets by e-mailing olinarts@|
(bates.edu or by calling 207-786-6135

Olin 104

Sunday, Nov. 16
Bates College Choir Concert
conducted by John Corrie
8 p.m.
Olin Concert Hall
(Students will perform “Ceremony of|
| Carols” by Benjamin Britten, “Das CarLas” by Hiroya Miura, and “Gloria” by |
I Antonio Vivaldi.

Cricket Club Meeting
2 p.m. - 4 p.m. / Gray Cage

Filmboard:
|The Dark Knight

Bates Modern Dance
Company Presents
Effort of Air

2:00 p.m. &
4:30 p.m.

2 p.m
Schaeffer Theater

Olin 104

Come see Bates dancers perform works |

Environmental Community
Dinner
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Frye Street Union

| We have a team of students who are willing to teach you all about |
| cricket. Just show up during the meeting. No experience required.

Quaker Meeting
19:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. |
111 Bardwell Street

Chapel Worship
5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Chapel

by various artists.

Monday, Nov. 17
Black Christ Festival Exhibit
1 p.m. / Chase Hall Gallery

[Bates Modern Dance Company Presents
Effort of Air
7:30 p.m
Schaeffer Theater

Chinese Film
7:30 p.m.
Olin 105

Immigrants Rights
Advocacy Group
8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Harward Center

Russian Langauge
Table
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
New Commons 222

Internatinal Club
Meeting
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
New Commons 131

Spanish Langauge
Table
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
New Commons 226

[College Republicans!
Meeting
17:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.|
Pettengill 151

(Please come and enjoy delicious organic
| food and to discuss and act upon the en|vironmental and climate issues that you
(feel strongly about! Hosted by die En|vironmental Coalition and Bates Energy
I Action Movement.

[Hush-Hush: Taboo Topics
(Politics, Sex, Class, Mental
|Health, Addiction, and Other
Unmentionables)
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Mays Center
A new series sponsored by the
Multifaith Chaplaincy. Come gath¬
er for die first conversation of the
series: “Politics: The Red/Blue
Rift at Bates”

Wilderness Ventures
Information Session
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
New Commons 211
Grab your tray and join Shauna of
Wilderness Ventures of Jackson
Hole, Wyoming to learn about all
of the summer opportunities be¬
ing offered to lead outdoor adven¬
ture trips for teens.

Tuesday, Nov. 18

Public Works in Progress
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
Harward Center
African American Studies Professor
Myron Beasley presents “What An¬
droscoggin County eats: Food, Perfor¬
mance and Pedagogy.”

+

+
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Bates Celebrates Obama
Democrats Get Out the Vote
ALLIE GOLDSTEIN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Roughly 620 Bates students voted in Maine
on Nov. 4th and an additional 197 students vot¬
ed early, according to Bates College Democrats
Daniel Gimbel ’10 and Michael Petrick ’09. The
Lewiston Armory set up a separate table for Bates
students where election officers checked names
and addresses against an updated version of the
Bates directory. The longest wait for students to
vote was about an hour and a half, according to
the Democrats. Lines peaked between 11 a.m.
and 1 p.m., and after 4 p.m.
Gimbel, the president of the Bates Demo¬
crats, and Petrick, the treasurer, have been work¬
ing tirelessly since the beginning of the school
year to “get out the vote.” They organized student
volunteers to run a voting registration table in
Commons nearly every day from early Septem¬
ber until Election Day. At least 80 Batesies vol¬

unteered to work both on and off campus on
Nov. 4th
“If people didn’t vote, it was because they
consciously decided not to vote,” said Petrick.
Maine was considered by both campaigns to
be a battleground state, according to the Demo¬
crats. Gimbel described a situation in which the
electoral votes could have been tied at 269-269,
therefore coming down to the northern district
of Maine. However, as nationwide polls came in
favoring Obama, Gimbel went into Election Day
with “guarded optimism.”
As for post-campaign plans, the Democrats
are planning to work on a bipartisan commu¬
nity service effort with the Bates Republicans,
something they do most years. The Democrats
want to turn the enthusiasm surrounding the
campaign into “something positive in terms of
public service.”
“What we learned is political activism isn't
something you do every four years,” said Gimbel.

LINCOLN BENEDICT/THE BATES STUDENT

Daniel Gimbel '10, President of the Bates College Democrats, enjoys the Nov. 4th festivities in
the Benjamin Mays Center.
PHOTOS THIS PAGE: LINCOLN BENEDICT
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Election Reflections
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I am honestly still in shock that Obama has been elected President of the
United States of America. Not because I feel that he isn’t ready for the job, but
rather I didn’t know if America was ready to accept a person of color for this
position. I am happy to see that we are not letting color stand in the way of the
politics and leadership that is needed for this country to continue to strive. The
hope and excitement that this win brings to America as a whole, in itself, is a
great start down the path of recovery. I am excited to see what President Obama
will do for this country in terms of policy and I have no doubt that great things
will come for all of us. And yes, as an African American woman, I will have to
say that I feel a special racial pride that is beyond explanation.
-Jasmine Beane ’ll / Co-Coordinator of Amandla!

There needs to be a level of apprehension about a world leader. This
apprehension was lacking when Bush was elected in 2000. The excite¬
ment is understandable, it is a very historic election, but that doesn’t mean
we should look past any of his [Obamas] flaws as a president elect. This
amount of excitement for a candidate has certainly been seen before, but
it has not manifested itself in this amount of drinking, temp tattooing and
use of the candidates face at least since Jimmy Carter's big toothy grin on
a peanut.
- Brendan O’Brien ’ll / President of the Bates College Republicans
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The outcome of the election must be viewed in perspective. Hopefully,
President Obama will remain committed to social issues such as health¬
care, reproductive rights and education; however, we must look at what
is occurring on the state level. The passage of Maine’s referendum ques¬
tion one (the beverage tax) will drastically affect the quality of health¬
care for our poorest residents and jeopardize the Dirigo Health Program.
- Megan Loeb ’09/ President of New World Coalition

To be blunt, the election of Barack Obama as the 44th President of the United States is one of the most important moments
in the history of the free and civilized world - for all people, regardless of race. As an 18-year-old African American, I cannot
help but be brimming with pride at this moment. I’ll never forget the feeling I got when MSNBC’s Keith Olbermann said ‘...
and we can report history’...It was an incredibly emotional moment for me, especially considering how much so many had
gone through before me for this to become a reality. I was privileged to share some very personal and emotional moments
with my parents and grandparents on the phone, which really brought this moment into perspective for me. They told me
how proud they were of the youth who were able to bring about the change that older generations had sought for years.
.. .Reality is the same as it was before the election on November 4th... But for some, seeing the dreams of so many who’ve
passed before realized in a moment is enough to change lives. The impossible has been accomplished; hope has prevailed over the
status quo. The world’s highest and hardest glass ceiling has been shattered. We can all be just a little more proud to be Americans:
citizens of a land where anything is truly possible, a land that “.. .holds these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.”
-Jordan A. Conwell ’12
—_— --——-——•

---

Obama’s election confirmed that American women will not be pandered
to and patronized. Women didn’t take pageant queen, hockey mom bait
and voted for the issues that affect their lives each and every day: access to
healthcare, protection of reproductive choice, domestic violence, defense
of welfare rights, the right to equal pay for equal work, and limitations
on environmental toxins that impact women’s health disproportionately.
- Helen Paille ’09 / Co-Coordinator of the Women’s Resource Center
—
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I am very upset with the results of the election and I feel it is a ter¬
rible thing for our country. The McCain-Palin ticket was going to cut taxes
for all Americans and cut spending. The Obama-Biden ticket says it will
cut taxes for 95 percent of Americans and still raise spending. But they
leave out the fact that only 59 percent of Americans pay taxes. Barack
Obama has no foreign policy experience while Senator McCain has been
involved with every foreign policy decision in the last 25 years. Obama
wants to leave Iraq in defeat and Senator McCain wanted to bring them
home with victory. We just don’t know who the real Barack Obama is.
- Matthew Cocciardi ’ll / Bates Chair for Students for McCain and Vice
President of the Bates College Republicans

The 2008 Election, in 3 Simple Steps:
by Nathan Place
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Abroad Spotlight: Ariel Childs, A New Woman
Alumnus’ Poem Wins First Prize in Abroad View Magazine Writing Contest
JESSIE SAWYER

MANAGING ARTS EDITOR

Ariel Childs ’08 recently won
the Inspiration category of the 2008
Abroad View Magazine Writing Con¬
test with her poem, “A New Wom¬
an.” A feminist activist, Childs’ year
abroad made her more aware
of larger global women’s rights
issups that she had not faced
before in the United States.
“I have come to some clar¬
ity/ That among us women
there exists some unfamiliarity/
Yeah we all try a little harder
for every man's dollar/But with
all the other forces that be/ I
better be thankful 1 get to be
me,” reads a portion of “A New
Woman,” which was first pub¬
lished in the Fall 2008 edition
of Abroad View.
Abroad View staff mem¬
ber Sherry Schwartz found the
poem to be very motivational,
“Ariel's poem was selected
as first place for the Inspiration
category for its powerful mes¬
sage and style,” Schwartz said.
Childs wrote the poem upon
the closure of her spring semes¬
ter with the IHP Health and Com¬
munity program in China, India
and South Africa. She and her
peers were assigned a capstone
project that encompassed the
lessons they had learned from
traveling through the three very
different countries. "A New Woman”
expresses Childs’ most lasting im¬
pression: the distinction between the
roles of women in the U.S. and the
roles of women abroad.
“The poem reflects my transition
from focusing on my own oppres¬
sions to recognizing my privilege,
and recognizing the struggles of the
women I met abroad,” Childs said.
“Every line in the poem has to do
with a particular woman I met in
each of the three countries.”
Childs spent a year away from
Bates, studying in the IES program
in Beijing, China in the fall prior to
her semester with IHP. In the IES
program in Beijing, she immersed
herself in the culture to learn the
language and also worked at two in¬
ternships - the China Orchid AIDS
Project and the Mangrove HIV/AIDS
Support Group. She then concen¬
trated her studies with IHP on the
realm of public health in Beijing,
Bangalore and Cape Town.
“[IHP] was very hands-on and our
classes consisted of clinic visits. HIV/
AIDS Advocacy protests, meetings
with the WHO and individuals who

were prominent in the Global Public
Health Movement,” Childs said.
A hands-on environment was re¬
ally important to Childs; she learned
the most from those experiences.
During her semester in Beijing, she
learned Chinese through “living
it.” Her Chinese roommate did not
speak a word of English.

“I was constantly inspired by
leaders of India’s public health
movement, people who had built
completely ‘green’ clinics from local
resources [that were] powered by the
sun, women who formed a support
group and used recycled paper to
make stationary, boxes, bags, etc.,”
Childs said, “For every harsh reality
that was hard to stomach, there
was someone out there being a
part of the solution and inspir¬
ing me beyond belief.”
In Cape Town, she worked
with one of the country’s lead¬
ing AIDS advocacy groups, the
Treatment Action Campaign.
She joined them in their pro¬
tests in the city. There, she also
witnessed the country’s eco¬
nomic and historical scars.
“While in Zwelethemba, I
witnessed overwhelming pov¬
erty and a community that was
suffering the consequences of
an extremely violent and op¬
pressive history,” Childs said.
Yet even in the economic and
social struggles she witnessed
abroad, Childs saw hope.
“The [Zwelethemba] commu¬
nity was also extremely religious,
and their religion seemed to give
them inspiring hope even amidst
the most extreme hardship,”
Childs said. “While abroad I was
also inspired by the perseverance
COURTESY OF ARIEL CHILDS
and hope that existed in com¬
munities that were in the most
“We had a wonderful cultural and
dire situations. Whether their hope lay
in religion, community, or music, it in¬
language exchange,” Childs said.
spired me to appreciate the positive
Her two HIV/AIDS internships
things in my own life and to make the
pushed her to learn Chinese in a
work environment.
best of my own life situations.”
“My internships also allowed me
Upon her return to the U.S.,
Childs found herself very humbled.
to experience the issues surround¬
As an avid women’s rights activist in
ing public health and NGO work
the states, a former Bates Women’s
first hand,” Childs explained.
Resource Center secretary and the
During her second semester
co-founder of the Bates Feminist
abroad, Childs had the opportunity
Action Coalition, Childs was already
to live with host families in India,
aware of the challenges women
China and South Africa, something
face. Her experience abroad made
she felt she had missed out on in
Childs view her position differently
her first semester in China. She
and re-evaluate herself.
welcomed the experience to relive
“When I went abroad, I was more
China in a host family while also fo¬
able to recognize my overwhelm¬
cusing on public health.
ing privilege and my daily liberties
“This was a wonderful experi¬
that I previously took for granted,”
ence for me because I was able to
Childs said.
combine my professional, academ¬
Having majored in sociology and
ic and personal interest in public
minored in Chinese at Bates, Childs
health with my love for Chinese cul¬
is currently taking a year off before
ture and language,” Childs said.
pursuing a master's degree in public
Of the three, she found India the
health with a concentration in either
hardest country to adapt to because
international health or maternal and
of the poverty and the upsetting ma¬
terial they were learning. Although
child health. She has just moved to
Ithaca, N.Y. for the year, where she
she found it very hard to stay posi¬
is working as a family worker for
tive, she was able to find some inspi¬
the Headstart program.
ration from public health leaders.

It’s Simple: Kill the Batman
TOM REPKO

MOVIE CRITIC

“The Dark Knight,” the long an¬
ticipated sequel to “Batman Begins,”
opened on July 18, 2008 and grossed
over $500 million at the box office.
Many consider “The Dark Knight” to
be one of the best comic book adap¬
tations to date, but its anarchic setting
and dark themes make it not so kidfriendly. Despite the sinister nature
of the film, film appealed to a whole
spectrum of moviegoers.
“The Dark Knight” continues where
“Batman Begins” ended and Christian
Bale returns as Bruce Wayne, billion¬
aire playboy by day and the caped
crusader, Batman, by night.
As in most cases, the alter ego
of a superhero is the caped, masked
character. However, Bale successfully
captures the internal struggle of Bruce
Wayne as he contemplates wheth¬
er Batman is his true identity while
Bruce Wayne remains his alter ego.
Bale’s “Batman rasp” may be over the
top, but he makes a convincing and
riveting Batman throughout the film.
Gary Oldman plays Police Lieu¬
tenant Gordon, Batman’s connection
with the Gotham Police Department.
Even though his character is dwarfed
by the conflict between Batman and
the Joker, Oldman sticks to the basics

and creates a character that main¬
tains moral principles while everyone
around him falls into immoral decay.
Aaron Eckhart joins the cast as Dis¬
trict Attorney Harvey Dent and even¬
tual villain Two Face. Although Eck¬
hart gives a stellar performance, it is
unfortunately eclipsed by the rushed
transformation of his character.
Maggie Gyllenhaal replaces Ka¬
tie Holmes as Assistant D.A. Rachel
Dawes, the love interest of both Har¬
vey Dent and Bruce Wayne. Dawes is
Wayne’s anchor to the real world. The
love triangle adds to the overwhelm¬
ing drama in the film.
Michael Caine and Morgan Freeman
return as the wise Alfred and the gadget-making Lucious Fox, respectively.
Heath Ledger plays the infamous
and maniacal criminal mastermind,
the Joker. Ledger’s Joker is eerily fun¬
ny yet terrifying. After his untimely
death, “The Dark Knight” received in¬
creased publicity on top of its origi¬
nal hype. Despite the overwhelming
anticipation, Ledger captures the un¬
canny essence of the Joker and un¬
doubtedly steals the show.
“The Dark Knight” focuses on the
colliding forces of chaos through the
development and interaction of the
characters. The plot remains nearly
flawless, but “The Dark Knight,” like
great films before it, relies on dialogue
and character interaction to enhance

the effects brought on by the unravel¬
ing plotline.
Although the movie has Michael.
Bay-esque explosions and chase
scenes, the film has an eerie resem¬
blance to our own world in a thematic
and symbolic sense and is filled with
social commentary.
“The Dark Knight” entertains the
audience while leaving them with un¬
answered questions. Ledger clearly
deserves a Posthumous Oscar nomi¬
nation for his stunning portrayal of
the Joker. And as one critic said, “[The
Dark Knight] is without a doubt the
best - and most important - picture
of the year.”
The filmboard will show “The Dark
Knight” on Friday at 7 p.m. and 9:30
p.m., Saturday at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
and Sunday at 2 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.

A New Woman
By Ariel Childs

I learned from my mother
That every fighting woman is like every other
All Christians, all Catholics, all Muslims, all Jews
All standing up for her right to choose
Question authority, question the majority and anything
That stands in superiority
And as my grandma said
Don’t you dare put your laws on my body
But after being swirled and twirled and hurled around the world
I have come to some clarity
That among us women there exists some unfamiliarity
Yeah we all try a little harder for every man’s dollar
But with all the other forces that be
I better be thankful I get to be me
You see we don’t all start on equal ground
And everything from above doesn’t always trickle down
And I’m not saving rupees ‘cause I’m so broke
All I can afford is a can of Coke
Coke not water
And when that woman won’t smile back at me
I must understand her husband brought home HIV
So despite my struggle and despite my fight, can I really say that
This is what a feminist looks like?
Feminist
Can one single word be the summary
Of the millions of women in pain working towards recovery
And will it allow me to be different too
Than the other liberal undergrads marching Pennsylvania Avenue
I have changed my own vision of me
Of who and how and why I want to be
In the way in which I think and speak
The way in which I visualize, and stigmatize and realize
How I live has consequences
Because my consuming might lead
To the exploitation of the female Chinese
And the next time I check up on my health
I am taking advantage of my wealth
I am buying someone else’s time
And I am cutting another woman in line
So now I circle back home and it is time to digest
The new purpose of my
On going, on flowing, ever changing
Protest

Childs wrote this poem as a final project for the International Honors
Program based in China, India and South Africa, where she studied during
winter semester in 2007. The poem was first printed in “Abroad View
Magazine” after winning the Inspiration category of a poetry contest.
It is posted on the magazine’s website at www.abroadvieWmagazine.
com. Always an active feminist, Childs’ experiences abroad changed her
perspective on women’s societal role globally.
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What wasn’t beautiful after Trick or Drink?
I just wanna hug you! Love is a beautiful thing, why can’t you embrace that?
(Girl yells as she runs out of a Frye Street house after Trick or Drink)
When the kids grow out of the candy stage too early...
(Bates students pass by an apartment during Trick or Drink)
Five year old: Go get drunk. (Students look up). Drink lots of beer.

You mean you weren’t a fan of Prince?
“The only good thing to come out of the ’80s was me!”

THE DARK KNIGHT

Kst

Anger is best when taken out on inanimate objects
Girl 1: He seems like he is in a really bad mood recently.
Girl 2: Yeah. He got really upset at the toaster today...

Nothing’s serious unless it’s on Facebook
Person 1: So, are they dating now?
Person 2: Are they official?
Person 3: Wait. Are they Facebook official?
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Power Amidst a “Dying City”
KATIE BLACK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Couch. Large pillows. Stacks of
books cascading from a cardboard
box. All is laid out on an oriental rug
in a small black room with a white
back wall and two white doors with
gold knobs. The plotline of the play
“Dying City” unfolded in much the
same manner ps this description of
the set. It went from stark, simple
and unrevealing to rich, deep and
spilling with secrets and details.
Christopher Shinn’s “Dying City,” di¬
rected by Matt Paul ’09 for his in¬
dependent study, took the audience
on an emotional roller coaster from
a timid and nervous introduction to
bouts of rage and anger stemming
from deep-rooted psychological and
global issues.
The story takes place in New
York City, post-Sept. 11, in the apart¬
ment of a young, widowed therapist
named Kelly, played by Charlotte
Bair-Cucchiaro ’09. Kelly is unex¬
pectedly visited by her husband
Craig’s twin brother Peter, played
by Drew Gallagher ’ll. The show is
comprised of a series of alternating
scenes between present and past.
The scenes in the present are all
part of the same visit from Peter, but
are broken up by flashbacks of the
same night with Craig, also played
by Gallagher.
Through the initial conversation
between Kelly and Peter, we find
out that they haven’t spoken since
Craig’s funeral, or shortly thereaf¬
ter, and that Kelly has changed her
phone number. They discuss aspects
of Craig’s death and we discover
that he was shot in Iraq, possibly a
suicide. Peter talks about his career
as an actor and his current dilemma
of walking off stage during a the¬
ater performance. If anyone missed
the gestures and the affected voice,
the fact that Peter is gay is directly
pointed out as a cause of his prob¬
lems in this first interaction.
Throughout this conversation, it
is clear that Kelly is extremely ner¬
vous and uncomfortable with Peter
being there, let alone talking about
Craig’s death and funeral. Her con¬
stant foot-tapping and hair-fixing
expressed a state of intense anxiety
and irritability. Though effective in
establishing this sense of nervous¬
ness, the gestures became slightly
repetitive as the show progressed.

Bair-Chucchiaro’s
facial
expres¬
sions also lacked variety for much
of the show, but were punctuated
with genuine and convincing looks
of grief, longing and amusement. It
was refreshing to see her smile.
This occurred a few times, once
during a flashback to Craig’s last night
at home before leaving for Iraq. The
two were standing behind the couch
(the focal point of the set) with arms
around each other and Kelly laughed
about Peter’s behavior while Craig
ranted about the stupidity of it.
Another major change in expres¬
sion occurred when Peter, in the
present, read Craig’s e-mails from
Iraq aloud to Kelly. This was one
of the most powerful and moving
scenes of the performance. Previ¬
ously in the show, Peter asks Kelly
if she would like to hear some of
the e-mails, but Kelly repeatedly
refuses until she steals a glance at
them when Peter leaves the room.
Craig’s talent for writing, alluded to
in various scenes, is illustrated in
the reading of his messages. Before
Peter starts reading the e-mails, he
pulls out his glasses from his pocket,
transforming into Craig, who wears
the same glasses in ail of his scenes.
The look of distress on Kelly’s face
at this moment is heart-wrenching.
As the flashback unfolds, all Kel¬
ly wants is a last romantic night with
her husband, but his temper surges
at almost everything she says. Mean¬
while, in the present, we find out
bit by bit that Peter sent a letter to
Kelly, to which she never respond¬
ed. In the letter, Peter asked to have
a child with her. Toward the end of
the play, Peter expresses his love for
Kelly after she announces that she is
moving to get away from him.
After arguing about human na¬
ture in regards to various people
such as Peter’s boyfriends and one
of Kelly’s patients, affectionately
named “Fucked Her So Hard She” by
Craig. Kelly and Craig argue about
more personal issues such as start¬
ing a family and the love that has
faded between them. It comes to a
head when Kelly asks Craig if he
loves her and he finally answers no.
He says he stopped loving her af¬
ter they were married, leaving Kelly
in a hysterical fit of tears. The show
ends with Craig’s departure for Iraq
and declaration that he and Kelly
should not contact each other while
he is away. The emotionality of the
scene is intensified by the audi¬

ence’s knowledge that he will never
return.
Overall, Gallagher’s performance
was phenomenal. His energy was
always up and his eye contact with
the audience was great. When Pe¬
ter tells the story of how his father
said to him, “You’ll never be a good
actor until you stop sucking cock,”
Gallagher looked right into the au¬
dience, which was especially capti¬
vating. He truly created two distinct
personas; both were engaging and
interesting to watch. Of his perfor¬
mance, Gallagher said that playing
two characters at once was difficult
but enjoyable.
One of Bair-Cucchiaro’s most
challenging tasks was radically
changing her responses to Gallagh¬
er’s different characters, who were
the same person in appearance, but
complete opposites in almost every
other aspect, especially personality.
Here was Craig - who she loved and
only sought the same in return - and
there was Peter - from whom she
was trying desperately to distance
herself. In reality, they were one in
the same, but in the show and in her
mind they could not be.
Director Matt Paul said that one
of the unique things about this show
was that it was performed in such a
small setting that the audience was
looking right into the living room
at eye level. Gallagher commend¬
ed Paul on his use of a simple set,
which pushed forward the “logically
heavy” material covered in the play.
Bair-Cucchiaro commented on Paul’s
relaxed nature during rehearsals. He
kept everyone calm and collected,
she said, allowing them to put on
the best performance possible. The
intimacy of a three-character, twoactor cast also helped in that regard.
Paul stressed his aim of “making [the
play] feel real so the audience can
have a real emotional response.”
Paul not only directed the play,
but he also did the lights and sound
without a stage manager or any stage
hands. The lights and sound were
executed beautifully together and
added a presence of professionalism
to the show. He said that taking on
all this extra responsibility was well
worth the stress it caused.
Paul couldn’t have been happier
with his actors. He said that he had
once been told, “Let your actors run
free,” and this directing philosophy
translated successfully into the pro¬
duction.
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David Thayer: Best in Style
*

LINCOLN BENEDICT/ THE BATES STUDENT

David Thayer '12 always dresses to suit the occasion.
I

MICHELLE SILVERSTEIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Representing the first-year class,
David Thayer possesses a style that is
both relaxed and sophisticated. Thayer
claims that he dresses according to
what he is doing every day. His ward¬
robe ranges from “Tims and ripped
jeans” to “herringbone vests and ties.”
Thayer explained, “Who wants to be
that guy who isn’t dressed appropri¬
ately for the event?”
Thayer says that when he shops,
he usually buys colorful clothes that
“catch [his] eye.” He claims that he

Alumnus Mark
Erelli Releases
Seventh Album
ANDREW WILCOX
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

LINCOLN BENEDICT/THE BATES STUDENT

On the set of “A Dying City,” Peter, played by Drew Gallagher ’ll, unexpectingly reenters the life of Kelly, played by Charlotte
Bair-Cucchiaro '09, after the death of his twin brother Craig, Kelly's husband, who is also played by Gallagher.

From Awkward Silence to Charming Soloist,
Caleb Hawley Next in the Village Club Series
SARAH DUNN
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR
This week’s Village Club Series
promises soulful blues with honest
and comical lyrics from a singer/
songwriter with undeniable charm:
musician Caleb Hawley.
Born in Minneapolis, Caleb Haw¬
ley spent much of his youth testing
out different aspects of the musical
world by playing guitar for his high
school jazz band, singing in choirs
and starring in musicals. After ulti¬
mately determining his affinity for
jazz, Hawley formed the funk/soul/
blues band Awkward Silence. With
Hawley as the band’s lead vocalist

and songwriter, the group won a Bat¬
tle of the Bands contest at the Quest
nightclub, a competition involving 50
college-age bands.
Hawley entered Berklee School
of Music to further his study of jazz
composition. There he played guitar
for a variety of school groups and be¬
came the male vocalist for the wellknown “Berklee Tower of Power” en¬
semble. He graduated Berklee early
to begin his professional music ca¬
reer in New York City.
Hawley showcases soulful melo¬
dies with comical, often self-depre¬
cating lyrics, revealing not only his
apparent musical aptitude, but his
down-to-earth,
modest
character.
In one song, entitled “Screwed for
Fame,” Hawley sings, “I was flippin’
t>_

_

through magazines when I noticed a
horrible scam/ Everybody had per¬
fectly plucked eyebrows and a per¬
fect tan/ Then I looked in the mirror
and shuddered at what looked back
at me/ It was a horrid face that was
screwed for fame ’cause it was too
ugly.”
His first solo album, “Greatest
Hits,” was released in the summer of
2007, receiving much acclaim. Haw¬
ley’s website boasts he is “a soul sing¬
er, folk lyricist and a jazz composer.”
Many compare his sound to a mix of
performers like Ray Charles, Randy
Newman and the Yellowjackets.
Check out Hawley’s performance
this Thursday, 9 p.m. in the Mays
Center. As always, cookies and chai
will be provided.

loves classic pieces of attire like “pea
coats, ties and khakis,” which he can
find at his favorite store, Filene’s
Basement. His favorite designer is
Ralph Lauren.
Thayer’s father and sister are the
biggest influences on his fashion. When
he was younger, his father gave him
a pair of madras shorts from the ’70s.
“Fashion sense just kind of went from
that point on,” he said.
Overall, Thayer dresses based
on how he feels at the moment;
his clothes “completely reflect [his]
moods,” and you'll never seeing him
wearing anything that is not absolute¬
ly worth the price.

Singer/songwriter Mark Erelli ’96 at¬
tended Bates before the Ronj. Students
held coffee houses in Chase Hall and
a few other venues around campus.
Though not where it is today, the Bates
music scene was taking off during Erelli’s time here.
During the 1993 freshman orienta¬
tion, a girl played a Joni Mitchell song
at the talent show. Also a freshman at
the time, Erelli “was floored.” “I wanted
to [play music] and make everybody
that was blown away by her feel like
that for me,” he commented.
Erelli was part of the Free Will Folks
Society, which started bringing national
singer/songwriter acts to Bates. Think
the Village Club Series of the early ’90s.
Though he hadn’t even begun to play
guitar until the summer before his fresh¬
man year, within no time Erelli was an
opener for a few of the acts.
In 1996, Erelli graduated from
Bates with a B.A. in biology. Though
his dream was music, he understood it
to be a long and wearing road, so he
enrolled in a UMass Amherst graduate
program in evolutionary biology. Keep¬
ing up with music during his free time,
the dream was not lost. Erelli released
his first album a week or two before he
handed in his Master’s thesis.
“I don’t even know where that di¬
ploma is.. .1 went off and did music full¬
time,” he said.
Since then, this Bates alumnus has
released seven albums, his latest be¬
ing “December” (2008, Signature Re¬
cords). The premise of “December” is
summed up in one line: “We cannot
be delivered from one thing with¬
out being, delivered into something
else, which is to say, without be¬
ing changed.” Erelli intimated, “They
are songs about characters who are
thrown into heavy places, circum¬
stances out of their control, and they
have to rescue themselves...”
Erelli, now in his early 30s, had a
child two weeks before the album came
out and continued to write songs right
up until he got in the studio. One song,
“Once,” deals with the thrills of becom¬

ing a new father, coming to grips with
new responsibilities and “the new love
in your life.”
The album is thoughtful, to say
the least. Its messages are universal,
though its style is distinctively Ameri¬
can, founded largely in folk and coun¬
try music.
The Washington Post said of Erelli,
“Even listeners who don’t share Erelli’s
views might find it difficult to dismiss
the quality of his song craft or his ties
to the likes of Bob Dylan and Woody
Guthrie.”
This is a truthful estimation. One
might add Ryan Adams to the list of
similar sounds, and this would be by
no means a bad thing.
“It takes basically everything you
have to give, sometimes, to realize the
dream,” Erelli said. “Sometimes it takes
a lot more, and you find yourself giv¬
ing a lot more than you even knew you
had available to. give. At Bates, I really
felt like I had all the opportunities and
the resources available to me to learn
to have faith in myself, and believe in
myself and my capacity to achieve any¬
thing I set my mind to. The best gift
that I was ever given was to attend that
school. On those four years, I look back
very fondly. I encourage people to re¬
alize what a gift [Bates] is and not to
waste a single minute.”
Erelli keeps in touch with some of
his former Bates professors, including
his former advisor Lee Abrahamsen.
The two still talk, and he considers her
a good friend. According to Abraha¬
msen, “Our friendship started in Cell
Hell, believe it or not. I walked into
class carrying a guitar case containing
an acoustic guitar that my husband built
and after class Mark chased me down
the hall to ask what was in the case. He
played the guitar, loved its sound and
wanted to see how it was made. So he
came out to our house for dinner, and
the rest is history.”
The history of Erelli’s musical life is
founded at Bates. He hopes to come
back to where his story started this
spring and play a homecoming show.
With any luck on our side, he will. Er¬
elli will perform Nov. 13 at 8 p.m. at the
Lizard Lounge in Cambridge, Mass.
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Flagship Cinema, Auburn:
Flagship Cinema, Lewiston:
Beverly Hills Chihuahua lhr 45min, PG
1:10, 3:55
Changeling, 2hr 35min. R
12:55, 3:50, 6:45, 9:35
Eagle Eye, 2hr lOmin, PG-13
1:00, 3:45
The Haunting of Molly Hartley, lhr, 35min. PG-13
1:45, 4:30, 7:10, 9:10
High School Musical 3: Senior Year, lhr 55min. G
1:15, 4:05, 7:00, 9:20
Madagascar 2, lhr 40min, PG
12:45, 1:40, 2:50, 4:0, 4:55, 6:50, 7:20, 8:55, 9:25
Max Payne, lhr 40min, PG-13
6:55. 9:05
Pride and Glory. 2hr 15min. R
6:40, 9:40
Role Models, lhr 50min, R
1:20, 4:20, 7:05, 9:15
Saw V, lhr 40min, R
1:35,4:15, 7:15,9:30
Zach and Miri Make A Porno, lhr 55min, R
1:25, 4:10. 7:25, 9:45

Appaloosa, 2hr 5niin. R
1:30, 4:05, 6:50
Beverly Hills Chihuahua, lhr 45min. PG
1:55, 4:30
City of Ember, lhr 50min, PG
1:20, 3:45
The Duchess, 2hr 5min, PG-13
1:35, 6:45
Flash of Genius, 2hr lOmin, PG-13
1:15. 3:50, 6:55
High School Musical 3: Senior Year, lhr 55nrin,
1:40, 4:10, 7:05
Madagascar 2, lhr 40min, PG
1:25, 4:00, 7:00
Max Payne, lhr 40min, PG-13
7:20
Pride and Glory 2hr 15min. R
3:55
Role Models, lhr 50min, R
1:45, 4:15, 7:15
Saw V, lhr 40min, R
2:00, 4:25, 7:30
W„ 2hrs, PG-13
7:25
Zach and Miri Make A Porno, lhr 55min, R
1:50,4:20,7:10

DJ Deb: DJ of the Week

JESSIE SAWYER

LINCOLN BENEDICT/THE BATES STUDENT

ELIZABETH ROWLEY
STAFF WRITER

“Every moment at the radio station
is magical,” claims Debora Altman 11,
music savant and standout WRBC DJ of
the Week.
Altman’s involvement with WRBC
began second semester of her freshman
year and she claims it was one of many
factors that drew her to Bates. The sta¬
tion is nationally renowned, ranked 20th
best college radio station in the United
States and Canada by the Princeton Re¬
view. Currently, she is on the air every
week from 2 a.m. to 4 a.m. on Sunday
mornings with co-DJs Becky Brown ’ll
and Sarah Charley ’ll, but she makes a
habit of dropping by the station during
the week.
“You end up meeting really
cool people,” she said. “Last week, I
dropped by and ended up meeting the
guy who does the Native American ra¬
dio show. He plays Native American
music and stories. I ended up staying
for a good amount of time just talking
to him about music, his culture and
his life.”
4'

Lewiston locals share a fair amount
of airtime with Bates students. “I think
the radio station is a good way to in¬
tegrate the community into the Bates
community,” Altman said. “We share our
resources with them, they appreciate it
and everyone gets to enjoy what they
produce.”
When asked to describe her musical
style, Altman spoke of her openness to
all genres of music. “My musical taste
is all over the place and it changes,”
she claimed, mentioning classical rock,
jazz, funk, electro-pop, African and In¬
die Rock.
Her on-air choices adhere to her
non-discriminatory musical theory,
presenting a truly diverse selection. A
typical show might include an amalga¬
mation of the old and new, from the
Beatles to MSKRFT.
Of her experience at the station, Alt¬
man spoke of good times spent with
friends listening, discussing and danc¬
ing to tunes. She spoke of a particularly
memorable show during which she and
several friends played Brian Wilson’s
album “Pet Sounds” in its entirety. “We
let the whole thing run and it was so
amazing. When he created the album it
was so, I hate to say ‘avant garde,’ but it
was. And he was so young, too - I think
he was 23. It’s just amazing that some¬
one that young could be such a musical
genius. It’s really a beautiful album.”
Altman is one of many members of
the Baste community who values mu¬
sic, and she expressed interest in con¬
tinuing her involvement with WRBC for
the remainder of her time at Bates.

Roily’s Diner Promotes
the Franco-American
Culture in Lewiston with
Quebecois Menu
LAURA BAUGHMAN
RESTAURANT CRITIC

With all the talk of Franco-Ameri¬
can influence in Lewiston-Auburn, few
business establishments still exist that
visibly reflect the enduring culture of
people of French-Canadian ancestry
in the area. Even rarer are places that
Bates students can go to experience the
culture firsthand. If you’re not feeling
up to a visit to the excellent FrancoAmerican exhibit at Museum L/A, drive
a few minutes past the old mill yard to
Roily’s Diner, a popular neighborhood
eatery that prides itself on its unbeliev¬
ably low prices, great food and authen¬
tic Quebecois menu selections.
Roily’s serves breakfast all day and
is famous for its homemade crepes. One
huge crepe costs less than $3, comes
filled with a choice of fruit or brown
sugar, and is topped with a mountain of
whipped cream. I sampled the brown
sugar crepe and was amazed at how
it was paired with indulgent, melted
brown sugar. Another French-Canadi¬
an selection on the breakfast menu is
creton, a pork spread containing on¬
ions and spices that is generally served
with toast. Due to my general aversion
to pate, I had to summon up a bit of
courage to try the suspicious-looking
spread, but I was rewarded for my brav¬
ery by its mild yet delicious flavor.
Canadian fries, perhaps the most
outrageous selection on the menu,
are Roily’s ultimate comfort food. The
hand-cut fries are doused in gravy and
topped with plenty of ground beef and
cheese, providing an experience that is
akin to eating a hot open-faced sand¬
wich and a cheeseburger and fries all
at once. It’s not for the faint of heart or
those with delicate stomachs, but Cana¬
dian fries might be the most delicious
dish served up at Roily’s. An enormous

“small” portion is priced at just $4.25.
Aside from their French Canadian
specialties, Roily’s menu includes plenty
of more commonplace diner fare. The
tuna melt is excellent, served on a fresh
grilled roll along with sauteed onions, a
nice addition that adds a kick of flavor
not found in the average melt. The huge
sandwich comes served with Roily’s de¬
licious homemade fries and coleslaw
for just $4.75. On weekends, the diner
proudly serves its house-made clam
chowder, a treat featuring tons of pota¬
toes and clams hidden within a butterspeckled, sweet broth. From an exten¬
sive dessert board, I chose butterscotch
cream pie. The pie’s simple filling was
surprisingly light, yet packed with fla¬
vor, and the dessert provided a perfect
finish to a highly indulgent meal.
The food at Roily’s is great, but
what makes this neighborhood joint
so special is its atmostphere. When I
went to the diner, its walls and ceilings
were completely covered with festive
Halloween decorations, anci moth¬
erly waitresses bustled about happily,
welcoming diners with warm smiles.
At Roily’s, customers pay “fast food”
prices for delicious meals and friendly
service that could never be found at
Burger King or McDonald’s.

Continuing the BCTV Revival
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR

Deb Altman '11 looks through the music selection on the WRBC office shelves.

+

After a 10-year hiatus, BCTV is
making a comeback as a component
of on-campus media. Co-presidents
Kelly Gollogly ’10 and Michaela Schneier ’10 have been working hard
since last year to make it a more prev¬
alent source of information and enter¬
tainment on campus.
“BCTV is a way for people to get
their ideas out there. Although we fo¬
cus on ‘Bates Cribs’ and the newscasts,
we are always up for new ideas,” Schneier said.
The network includes segments like
“Bates Cribs” and news features called
“Bobcasts,” all of which can be viewed
onwww.bates.edu/bctv. Bobcasts. re¬
port on anything from interviews with
the presidents of the Bates Republicans
and Democrats to promotional videos
for Bates sporting events. “Bates Cribs”
has proved to be a popular show in
which members mimics MTV’s “Cribs”
by touring Bates dorm rooms.
Right now, the club’s biggest chal¬
lenge is publicity and making people
aware where they can watch BCTV
shows. Every time a new show or
broadcast is uploaded to the website,
BCTV sends out announce emails to let
the Bates community know. They have
also hosted release parties for viewings
of the latest broadcasts.
“Since we have only had the web¬
site for a little while, it’s still taking
some people time to get to know what
we are all about,” Schneier said. “How¬

ever, I get more and more feedback ev¬
ery day.”
The entire BCTV staff is involved
with broadcasting. They take turns film¬
ing, editing and generating ideas.
“Everyone’s involved in the process.
Thegreat thing about this club is it allows
individuals to experiment with the dif¬
ferent aspects of film/TV,” Gollogly
said. “We do have several very strong
editors and other individuals who ex¬
cel within other areas. The Digital Me¬
dia Center is extremely encouraging
and pumped to help teach programs
and film techniques.”
Gollogly interned at the Creative
Department at National Geographic
Channel over the summer, where she
helped produce promotional videos for
their shows. Her experiences gave her
insight on her work with BCTV. She
hopes to bring animation to BCTV in
the future.
Schneier anchors for the “Bobcasts”
and is considering journalism as a ca¬
reer. This past summer, she interned
with a freelance journalist, helping out
with research and editing.
Gollogly and Schneier will both be
abroad second semester and hope that
the leadership in the group will allow
BCTV to progress while they are away.
James Dowling ’12 contributes to
the news segments and has an affin¬
ity for interviewing. Christine Kim ’ll
collaborates on the creative aspects
of BCTV.
Sam Cory ’ll is the technical direc¬
tor and does a lot of the filming and
editing. Rob Little ’12 learned to edit

within a week and is artistically driven
to produce quality filmed segments.
Dave Broder ’09 contributes creatively
to the network, as well as secretary Sar¬
ah Charley ’ll, who also generated the
BCTV logo and works at club publicity.
BCTV is always looking for more stu¬
dents to become involved in the pro¬
duction process.
The club’s faculty advisers Colin
Kelley and Gene Clough, as well as
Kristen Carey from the Digital Media
Center, work with the group and give
them feedback about ways to im¬
prove BCTV.
Treasurer Phoebe Uricchio ’10 de¬
veloped the budget for BCTV to get the
club the financial support to help it rise
to more attention on campus. Students
have made several attempts over the
past 10 years to revive BCTV, but it was
looked at skeptically for a while. With
a sound budget proposal, the club is
once again establishing itself.
BCTV has a symbiotic relationship
with its audience; its growth depends
on the public’s interest in the broad¬
casts. Since an important aspect of the
network is content, Gollogly and Sch¬
neier strongly encourage individuals
and clubs to contribute their ideas on
material to film.
“It’s great to have the ability to doc¬
ument unique events,” Gollogly said.
“We are always looking to make stuff
ourselves but we are excited to film and
promote activities on campus.”
Editor’s note: Kelly Gollogly is the man¬
aging layout editor for The Smdent.
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Shades of White
by Kelly Gollogly
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Volleyball One
and Done

Bates’ Fastest Man

HARRY POOLE
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

A combined 20 kills and 6 blocks
from senior Co-Captain Beth Billington
and junior Tess Dokus were not enough
to upend top-seeded Tufts in the quar¬
terfinals of the NESCAC Championship.
Boasting a 27-2 record heading into
the match, Tufts was the clear favorite,
but Bates put up a good fight. Behind
the play of Billington, Dokus and junior
Co-Captain Liz Leberman, the Bobcats
were able to bounce back from a loss in
the first game to take the second game
25-12. Unfortunately, Tufts rallied to win
the last two en route to the semifinals.
The four game set was hard fought as
Bates lost 25-12, 12-25, 25-16 and 25-22.
Down 2-1 heading into the fourth
game, hopes of extending the season
to a must-win fifth game was certainly
in the heads of many players. However,
Tufts did what they have done all sea¬
son and scored big points to close the
door.
“Every player on our team was on
their game,” said Leberman, “and senior
Beth Billington had an amazing last
match of her career with some powerful
kills and some huge blocks.”
In Billington’s final collegiate match,
she displayed the consistency and lead¬
ership that has become expected by her
teammates and Head Coach Brett Allen.
She finished her career with 8 kills and 3
blocks. Dokus finished with 12 kills and
3 blocks while Leberman added 17 digs
and 6 kills.
Bates ends the season with a 15-18
record (2-8 NESCAC), a great improve¬
ment following a 2007 campaign that
produced a 7-24 record (0-10 NESCAC).
The team loses the height and leader¬
ship of Billington but returns the rest of
their roster. First-years Grace Haessler
and Olivia Schow stepped in and con¬
tributed right away and will be counted
on in 2009- The junior class returns three
standouts in Dokus, Leberman and Elise
Edmonson, who missed time this season
because of injury.
“We will miss Beth next year, but
we are excited for our prospects next
season when we will have a very devel¬
oped team with six seniors and a lot of
strong underclassmen,” said Leberman.

As a result, Dilts soon began to
look at different schools.
“At that point I had never heard
of Bates or the NESCAC. My parents
are from the East, so they told me
about these types of schools,” said
Dilts.
Dilts decided to take the second
semester of his first year of college
off as he started contacting differ¬
ent coaches, most of whom wanted
Dilts to complete his freshman year
and told him that they did not re¬
ally encourage spring transfers. He
decided to go back and finish his
second semester in the fall of what
would have been his sophomore
year. During that time he began
sending out what he described as
“generic e-mails to all the coaches
at the schools I was looking at.”
Coach Al Fereshetian, Bates’ men’s
head cross country coach, was one
of the few to respond.
“Coach Fresh was one of the only
coaches that seemed interested in
me,” said Dilts. “I can only imagine
what I looked like to some of these
coaches. The only times I had for
them to look at were some pretty av¬
erage high school track times.” How¬
ever, something about Dilts caught
Coach Fereshetian’s attention.
Coach Fereshetian said that he
got an immediate sense that Dilts
was the “kind of kid” he would want
on the team. “I got a feel for his
dedication and focus through our email correspondence,” said Fereshe¬
tian. “I was especially impressed by
Dilts’ initiative to pursue his own
path. He has a pretty incomplete
background with running, some¬
thing other college coaches may
have written him off for.”
Surely Dilts’ history with injury
and his inability to practice while at
Vanderbilt definitely didn't convince
any skeptics. “To say the least, there
was not a lot to indicate to me that
he would have as large an impact as
he has; all I had to go off of were
his high school track times, which
showed me that he had enough skill

to develop,” said Fereshetian.
In the spring of 2008, Dilts con¬
tacted Coach Fereshetian, who was
on sabbatical at the time, and let
him know that he was going to come
to Bates in the fall. Now, not only
would Dilts need to prove himself
to Coach Fereshetian upon joining
the team, but he would also need
to show the team that he deserved
to be there.
“Not being exposed to cross
country, and coming onto the team
in the fall, Dilts had to prove him¬
self to the team. He certainly has
gone above and beyond everyone’s
expectations for him. I think this is
just a testament to his dedication,
focus and potential,” said Coach
Fereshetian.
Transitioning into a Bates stu¬
dent-athlete is not something Dilts
has had any problem with.
“Dilts is an incredibly self-mo¬
tivated person; his ability to chal¬
lenge himself and meet these chal¬
lenges has allowed him to make a
very smooth transition into colle¬
giate running,” said Fereshetian.
Dilts agrees. “I have had a pretty
easy transition, and the sports team
has definitely helped. It has been a
lot easier than it would have been
otherwise, if I didn’t run,” he said.
Senior Co-Captains Michael Wat¬
son and CJ Murray are equally im¬
pressed with Dilts’ independence
and self-motivation. “It’s so hard to
train for a whole year by yourself,
especially when you’ve never run
cross country before,” said Watson.
“Dilts has been incredibly con¬
sistent in workouts, which is one
of the most important things as a
cross country runner, but also the
hardest. Dilts definitely trains like
someone who’s been doing it a long
time,” Murray added.
Many would agree that Dilts wasn’t
wrong about his feeling that he might
be a naturally talented runner.
Now that he is here and settled,
Dilts is happy with his decision. “I
like it here a lot more than Vander¬
bilt. Something just clicks for me at
Bates,” he said. Dilts attributes this

in large part to the team: “I really
like being on the team. We’re all
pretty close, we all hang out and
this has really helped me come in
and get to know people”.
Aside from running, Dilts also
values his studies. “The only thing I
liked about Vanderbilt was the com¬
bination of rigorous academics and
the small class size; this was defi¬
nitely something I have seen consis¬
tent with Bates,” he said. Although
Dilts hasn’t declared yet, he is think¬
ing of double majoring in history
and Spanish. To Dilts, academics is
more important than running.
“This [referring to his education]
is something I’m actually going to
need after college,” he joked.
Dilts applies his intelligent,
straightforward attitude to running
as Well. “I like running because its
one of those things that if you work
hard at it, you will see results. Not a
lot of luck is involved; all you have
to do is get to the finish before
someone else. You can’t make ex¬
cuses for yourself; if someone beats
you, they’re faster than you. In that
way, it’s a pure sport.”
Dilts seems to be in a good place
here at Bates and not just for the
moment. So what might Dilts’ future
hold? “I see him as a definite lead¬
er. He has been very well accepted
onto the team, in part because of
his personal qualities,” said Fereshe¬
tian. “He has handled his success
very well and has worked hard to
help others. He has really brought
Doug [Brecher '10] and Troy [Calandra ’12] [the team’s second and
third runners] together and has lead
through his commitment. He has the
potential to be a great verbal leader
as well, which will only continue to
develop over time.”
Dilts has already made quite the
name for himself here. Soon, if not
already, other athletes in the NES¬
CAC will know who he is, and Dilts
appears posed to lead Bates to suc¬
cess in the years to come. If any¬
thing, it seems clear that both Bates
College and Devin Dilts are lucky to
have found one another.

Furbush: The Man with the Plan

■■

■ ■■
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Jon Furbush sits at his desk in Alumni Gym. Furbush was an assistant coach at Bates from 2005-2007. Last season, he served as the assistant at Springfield College before returning to take over Bates’ program.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

to Springfield I was a bit disappointed
because he was the main reason why I
came here,” said Ellis. “But in the con¬
versation he randomly mentioned how
great it would be to come back and
coach me for my last few years. At the
time, I did not think anything of it, but
when I heard he was coming back for
this year I think we were both kind of
shocked by our earlier conversations."
The team started official practices a
week and a half ago but is already feel¬
ing the difference between Reilly and
Furbush.

“Since coach Furbush has been with
us, there has been an elevated sense
of positivity in the gym,” said Wilson.
“I would say there has been ten times
the amount of energy during the first six
days of practice this year compared to
last year, or even the year before.” The
team went through a longer condition¬
ing program throughout September and
October and that allowed Furbush to
immediately focus on offense and de¬
fense rather than fitness.
“His high energy and positive atti¬
tude have been contagious, making the
grind of the first few weeks of practice
much more bearable,” said Ellis.

With home games against both
Bowdoin and Colby, there will be no
shortage of support for the first year
head coach. “We are going to have a
great year and we look forward to play¬
ing in the historic and hot alumni gym,”
said Furbush.
The Bobcats will face their former
coach and Furbush’s mentor in an away
game at Wesleyan on Jan. 31, and Fur¬
bush believes the game will be emo¬
tional for both coaches and the Bates
players.
“There will be a large amount of
Bates alumni in attendance watching
Coach Reilly versus Coach Furbush and

the Bobcats,” said Furbush. “I expect an
interesting game plan from Coach Reilly
as he knows we will have a good scout
on Wesleyan, and we’ll be hungry for a
NESCAC victory.”
A much-anticipated homecoming
for Coach Reilly will have to wait until
next year, the senior season of Wilson
and the other juniors who played two
highly successful seasons under Reilly.
The office in Alumni Gymnasium
left by Reilly and now occupied by Fur¬
bush has a different feel to it. It is full of
the energy, motivation and focus need¬
ed to lead a group of talented athletes
►eager to compete. The new coach use^

many of the same ideas and principles
from his predecessor, but Wilson, Ellis
and Furbush all expressed the need for
something new and different. The his¬
toric Alumni Gymnasium holds practice
every day of the week until the season
starts, but its atmosphere will change
drastically on Jan. 23rd when the best
fans in the NESCAC get their first glance
at Furbush’s Bobcats as they host Bow¬
doin in their first NESCAC home game.
Furbush has set high expectations for
his squad, and the Alumni faithful can
only hope that a championship banner
will be somewhere in the near future
for the Bobcats. /
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The Fall in Review

FOOTBALL
(2-5)
Team
Trinity
Williams
Amherst
Middlebury
Bowdoin
Tufts
Colby
Bates
Hamilton
Wesleyan

WL T
800
620
530
530
440
440
350
2 6 0
260
1 7 0

PF
227
215
175
145
216
247
146
118
136
111

15

VOLLEYBALL
(2-8)

PA
140
140
144
173
128
212
214
239
158
187

Team
Tufts
Wesleyan
Amherst
Williams
Middlebury
Conn. Coll.
Bowdoin
Bates
Colby
Trinity
Hamilton

W
10
8
8
7
6
6
4
2
2
2
0

L
0
2
2
3
4
4
6
8
8
8
10

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

GF
33
26
25
31
16
20
16
10
12
8
2

FIELD HOCKEY
(2-7)

GA

6
11
8
16
22
17
20
25
26
24
27

Team
Tufts
Bowdoin
Middlebury
Amherst
Trinity
Williams
Bates
Colby
Conn. Coll.
Wesleyan

W L T
9 0 0
7 2 0
7 2
0
63 0
63 0
3 6 0
2 7 0
2 7 0
2 7 0
1 8 0

GF GA
68
14
54 11
62 19
46 11
41
19
27 2.7
38 43
30 41
21
36
16 40

MEN’S SOCCER WOMEN’S SOCCER
(4-5-0)
(2-7-0)
Team
Middlebury
Amherst
Trinity
Williams
Bates
Tufts
Wesleyan
Bowdoin
Colby
Conn. Coll.

W L T
6 1 2
5 3 1
5 4 0
4 4 1
4 5 0
4 5 0
3 4 2
4 5 3
3 5 1
3 5 1

GF GA
26
5
37
14
43
13
31
19
21 21
27
22
17
19
31
21
19
16
19 27

Team
Williams
Amherst
Middlebury
Tufts
Bowdoin
Trinity
Wesleyan
Colby
Bates
Conn. Coll.

W
8
7
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
0

L
0
0
3
2
3
5
5
6
7
8

T GF GA
1 39
6
2 41
16
0 19
11
0 23
14
2 33
13
1 21
19
1 17
20
1 23
29
0 10 22
1 12
22
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As the 114th season of'Bates foot¬
ball draws to conclusion, the team’s 2-6
record, including clutch victories over
Colby and Hamilton, suggests a team
on the upswing.
Safety Kyle McAllister ’10 had an
outstanding year, earning the title NESCAC Defensive Player of the Week
twice. McAllister had 60 tackles and
made 3 interceptions this season. Along
with Myles Walker ’ll, Coleman Peeke
’09, Ted Durkin TO and Greg Gumbs
TO, who had 65, 58, 50 and 44 tackles
respectively, Bates’ defense was nearly
impenetrable.
Offensively, Ryan Katon T2 has
emerged as an able quarterback. Cou¬
pled with the rushing and receiving
abilities of standout players such as
Greg Thornton '09, Tom Beaton TO,
Judd Smith TO, Sean Wirth TO, Matt
Gregg TO and Mark Flaherty ’09, Bates
was able to score 16 touchdowns this
season, putting the Bobcats ahead of
Wesleyan and Colby.
Coach Mark Harriman sees team
improvements over the course of the
season on a grand scale. “With as many
young guys as we had on the field the
improvement was not only individual
but collective as well,” said Harriman.
He believes the greatest team develop¬
ment was “how we matured.”
Bates will lose graduating seniors
Thornton, Flaherty, Ryan Mullin, Peeke,
David Marr, John Mackenzie, Chris Hertz
and Nick Marlin.
The 2008 season marks a team in
xansition, and with so much talent re¬
naming, the Bobcats could be serious
■JESCAC contenders in 2009.

Although Tufts ended Bates’ sea¬
son on Friday, the women have noth¬
ing to hang their heads over. The sea¬
son featured their best record since
2004, Head Coach Brett Allen’s first
year. With a 15-18 record (2-8 NESCAC) the women made great strides
following a disappointing 2007 cam¬
paign that ended with a 7-24 record
(0-10 NESCAC).
Bates defeated Trinity and Hamil¬
ton in NESCAC play and earned the
last seed to the NESCAC Champion¬
ship tournament for the first time since
2004. While they lost eight NESCAC
matches, they played at a higher level
then their record indicated as they lost
nail biters to Colby and Wesleyan and
played a top ranked Tufts team down
to the wire in their quarterfinal match
of the NESCAC Championship.
The team graduates one senior in
Co-Captain Beth Billington.
While they will certainly miss her
steady play and incredible leadership,
the women have a lot to look for¬
ward to for 2009 and beyond. Junior
Co-Captain Liz Leberman and junior
Tess Dokus improved from their 2007
seasons to become the team’s leaders
in digs and kills respectively. Behind
Billington, Leberman and Dokus were
first-years Grace Haessler and Olivia
Schow, who stepped in and contrib¬
uted consistently all season long. With
Allen working hard on the recruiting
end, the young and talented Bobcats
will look to build on the 2008 cam¬
paign and revert back to being one
of the most dominant programs in the
NESCAC.

The field hockey team finished
their season last Sunday after a loss
to in-state rival Bowdoin College. The
women made it to the quarterfinals
of the league championships after a
huge overtime win against Colby, but
they were halted by the nationallyranked Polar Bears.
The Bobcats finished the year 2-7
in the NESCAC and 6-9 on the season.
Their 2008 performance' is compara¬
ble to last year’s, as the team finished
its 2007 season 2-7 in the NESCAC
and 5-8-1 overall. Bates scored the
sixth most goals in the conference
but also yielded the highest number
of goals to opponents. They finished
the season seventh in the NESCAC.
The team will be losing a core
of valuable seniors, including CoCaptains Rachel Greenwood and
Abby Childs, who had a combined 11
goals and 6 assists, as well as Sarah
Blomstedt, Rachel Gardner and Emily
Sampson who had 4 goals and 2 as¬
sists this fall.
While the loss of these seniors
will surely affect the team, the wom¬
en can expect continued success
next year from the younger talent on
the team.
Key returnees include the sea¬
son’s top scorer Serna Kazarian 'll
who had 8 goals and 1 assist, Morgan
Maciewicz TO who had 3 goals and
2 assists, Samantha Rothkopf TO who
had 2 goals and 2 assists, Annie Wil¬
son ’ll who had 3 assists and goalie
Katie McEnroe ’ll who had a save
percentage of .525, turning away 136
of the 259 shots she faced.

Four one-goal NESCAC losses would
explain the fortune of the men’s soccer
team. They showed they were competitive
among the best but were doomed by a few
unlucky breaks.
Despite the quartet of heartbreaking
losses, the team defeated previously un¬
beaten MIT and Middlebury squads and
ended Colby’s season in the must-win, final
regular season game that gave Bates tire fifth
seed heading into the NESCAC tournament.
Bates’ season ended last Sunday following
a 3-1 loss to Williams in the quarterfinals of
the NESCAC playoffs.
The team graduates three senior starters
in Co-Captains and anchors of the defense
Nate Kellogg and Clark Winchell as well as
standout defender Oliver Fadley.
Along with the trio of seniors and junior
Peter Litwin, the defense was further sup¬
ported by the emergence of first-year goal¬
keeper Greg Watts. Thrust into the starting
role following the graduation of two goalies
in 2007, Watts stepped in and played tre¬
mendously. “Greg had a lot thrown at him.
He got better and better as the season went
on and ultimately performed as well as any
[first-year] could,” said Coach Purgavie.
Sophomore Patrick Jackson returned
from an injury-plagued first-year campaign
and led the team in goals (9) and points
(20). Along with being the offensive spark,
Jackson won NESCAC player of the week
on Oct. 27 following his two goals and one
assist on the way to defeating Wesleyan.
Along with retaining Jackson, Watts and
Litwin, the team also returns junior stand¬
outs Patrick King and Jonathan Lobozzo,
sophomores Tyler Dewdney, Dustin DiGregorio, Tim Molnar and Dae Ro Lee and firstyears David Wood and Chris Okano.

Women’s soccer finished the sea¬
son with an overall record of 6-8 and
a 2-7 mark in conference play. After
starting the season 1-5 (0-4 against
NESCAC opponents), the team won
five of its last eight games in a des¬
peration push for the playoffs.
The Bobcats lost their final game
of the season 1-0 in overtime to NESCAC-foe Colby. Bates needed a win
or a tie against Colby to make it to
the postseason. Their loss knocked
the team out of the playoffs.
Senior Captain Julie Brown led
the team in scoring with 8 goals and
2 assists. Freshman forward Sam Alper led freshmen scorers with 5 goals
and 4 assists. The team graduates just
three seniors: Brown, Jen Marino and
Co-Captain Caitlin McMahon.
Eighteen of the 23 players on this
year’s roster were freshmen or sopho¬
mores.
“This year we had a great team,”
said McMahon. “I think the team has
a NESCAC championship in store for
them in the coming years...My advice
to the younger players is probably
to just keep working and playing for
each other and one of these years it’s
going to all come together.”

Led by Pham, Slote, Women
Fifth of 42 at ECACS
MAC KING
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Junior Ngoc Pham ran a 6k faster
tan 266 other women on Saturday,
ham finished 32nd out of 298 runjrs at the ECAC Division III Champixships in a time of 24:58. First year
ina Slote finished in 35th place in a
me of 25:04.
Strong performances from Slote
ad Pham led Bates to a fifth place
hish and 121 points. Williams, Am-

herst, Middlebury and Connecticut
College finished ahead of the Bob¬
cats. Forty-two teams competed.
First-year Jenny Monsulick fin¬
ished 50th, sophomore Jen Mitton
finished 57th, sophomore Kerri Leonhardt finished 64th, senior Jessie
Smith took 70th and junior Alison
Leonard came in 126th.
Up next for the Bobcats is the
Women’s Division III Championship
at Williams College. The meet begins
at 12 p.m.

■ *■

BOSC4T
Or
THE WEEK

Tom Beaton ?10
Beaton caught 8 balls
for 73 yards and two
touchdowns Saturday to
give the football team
their second win of the
season. A wide receiver by
trade, Beaton also takes
snaps at quarterback.
Saturday, he completed
a six yard pass on fourth
down. Beaton also scored
the winning touchdown
of the game and caught
four passes on the Bates’
final drive.

•
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Editors Note: All standings re¬
flect only NESCAC contests. All
wins and losses against out-of¬
conference opponents are not
shown.

The Lost Art of Heckling
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

rowed brow, in abject silence. Yet, I have
attended a plethora of contests at myriad
different levels of sport. As result, I have
witnessed a lot of heckling and the recep¬
tion it has received from both spectators
and competitors. Whether this sufficiently
qualifies me to lend advice is up to you.
But hear me out.
College is the last time that individual
heckling can really make a difference. At
the professional level, attendance is such
that fan support becomes more about cre¬
ating noise than fashioning distinct taunts.
In college, heckling is done partially to
support your team’s players, partially to
goad the opposing squad but mostly to
rally and impress the other people in at¬
tendance.
The sixth edition of Merriam-Webster’s
dictionary defines the word “heckle” as a
transitive verb meaning “to harass and try
to disconcert with questions, challenges
or gibes.” For college spectators - particu¬
larly those at Bates, harassment, discon¬
certment and gibes prove easy enough,
but the questioning and challenging seem
to get left behind.
It is the creativity one employs in his
queries and confrontations that makes his
heckling effective and humorous. Those
unwilling to speak up cite their unorigi¬
nality as reason for their hush. “I am not
creative enough.” “I am not feeling cre^
ative right now.” “He is more creative than
I am.” All of these are excuses employed
by the vocally timid.
But what does it mean to be creative?
In most cases, demonstrating one’s
imagination at an athletic event is as sim¬
ple as saying something that hasn’t been
said before. Obscurity is funny.

A joke about an individual opponent’s
physical appearance is nearly always ac¬
ceptable. But instead of telling the Wes¬
leyan goalkeeper that he is ugly, liken his
looks to a third party. If he looks like a
gargoyle, tell him so. If Colby’s short stick
middie is short, don’t tell him he is tiny.
Tell him he looks like a chicken nugget. If
Conn, has a kid with shoulder-length hair
playing point guard, don’t just tell him to
get a haircut. Ask him if he is selling his
hair to buy hemp to save die whales.
Corny is funny. When confident and
sufficiently moved, I draw upon a lot
of jeers I learned from my father. “You
couldn’t hit water if you fell out of a boat,”
“this guy hasn’t driven anyone home since
junior prom,” and “you’re mother wears
combat boots” are all satisfactory jibes.
Delivery is also important. Hoarse,
gravelly shouting is not funny. No one
can hear what you are saying and the
sound you produce is ugly. Graciousness
is funny. At most NESCAC contests, you
don’t need to make that much noise for
the players or the fans to hear you. Ad¬
dress your subject formally and soften
your remarks. “You did a very bad job” is
funnier than “you suck.” Proper is funny. I
had a friend in high school that we used
to say brushed up on his Chaucer before
hockey games.
Instead of bringing the other team
down, build your team up. I am a fervent
supporter of ripping on opposing play¬
ers, but it is also funny to compliment the
athletes you are rooting for. “Hey Brian,
you’re doin’ great!” “Jonathan, at least you
still look good. Best smile 2005!”
Honesty is funny. Compliment the of¬
ficial when he makes a good call, even
(especially) if it is against your team.
When the Trinity defense takes the field,

tell the Bantams’ star wideout that he is
having a great game and a hell of a sea¬
son, but he probably isn’t getting very
good grades.
Repetition can be funny, but be care¬
ful. Shouting someone’s name over and
over isn’t funny. Similarly, do not deliver
the same one liner more than once. Do
take a more complex joke and run with
it. Metaphors, similes and analogies, both
simple and complex, represent accept¬
able forms of heckling and one should al¬
low them to evolve. If you tell Tufts’ setter
that she looks like Hermione, make some
jokes about magic, Hogwarts and her af¬
fection for Ron.
Most frequently, those that label them¬
selves hecklers and brag of their heckling
exploits cite times when they discovered an
opposing athlete’s dating history, printed off
the visiting team’s roster or yelled at a kid
they knew from high school. This insider in¬
formation can lead to humorous and lucra¬
tive heckles but really isn’t necessary. One
doesn’t need insider info to be effective. As
stated above, heckling is less about affecting
those on the field and more about rallying
the members of the crowd.
Certainly the biggest issue at Bates
is less the quality of our heckling and
more the quantity. Lack of attendance is
the most glaring concern when it comes
to supporting our teams. Simply put, you
can’t heckle if you aren’t at the game.
Still, it is my hope that the ingenuity
of tlie few could fill the chasm left be¬
hind by the absence of the many. Who
knows, maybe Williams’ best player will
be a 6’11” center, with red hair down to
his waist, a Fu Manchu and a unibrow. He
is the coach’s son, dates the manager and
his mother is a green beret. She actually
wears combat boots.

Corcoran to Run with the Top Seven
KATIE BASH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

This past weekend, first-year Peter
Corcoran earned the right to compete
for Bates at NCAA Regionals on Nov. 1.
His performance at the ECAC Division
III Cross Country Championships was
the highlight of the day, as the Bates
men’s cross country team tied with East¬
ern Connecticut State for 18th place out
of 48 teams. This was six spots behind'
the team’s 12th place finish from 2007.
Bates sent their second seven to
compete with the idea that the first
Bates finisher would go on to run as
part of the top seven next week at Re¬
gionals. That runner turned out to be
Corcoran. Out due to injury for much of
the season, Corcoran managed to finish

53rd out of over 300 runners, covering
the 8k course in 28:03.
The event was held at Colt State Park
in Bristol, R.I. On a course described by
competing runners Peter Gurney ’ll and
Tristan Black-Ingersoll ’ll as “random...
with narrow sharp turns and too many
people,” many of the Bates harriers felt
as though this was a disappointing end
to their season.
“The men’s course seemed poorly
planned,” said Joe Musso ’ll.
“ECACs can be a good opportuni¬
ty for people to set a PR,” said senior
Co-Captain CJ Murray. “Unfortunately
things just didn’t really come together
the way many of these men would have
hoped.”
“It really wasn’t a good race. There

wa^no^ffinud^ancyDeojDl^^^reJall^

ing all over the place. I almost had to
stop at one point,” said Corcoran.
Musso was the second Bates finish¬
er. He placed 83rd in 28:36. First-year
Sam Wood finished in 117th in 29:07,
followed by sophomore Kevin McDon¬
ald in 147th in 29:35. Rounding out
the Bates squad were Gurney in 165th
(29:54), sophomore Ben Taska in 192th
(30:27) and Black-Ingersoll in 239th
(31:43).
Next weekend Corcoran will join
Devin Dilts ’ll, Douglas Brecher ’10,
Troy Calandra ’12, Tom Esponette ’ll,
Sean Colligan ’12 and Dillon Tung ’09
as a member of Bates’ top seven. Bates’
fastest will compete at the NCAA New
England Regional meet hosted by Williajns College. This will be the team’s
last race of the season.
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Junior defensive back Bill Jennings returns an interception against Hamilton. Jennings had two picks on the day, both of which proved extremely timely.
ERIC ARMSTRONG
STAFF WRITER

Trailing 22-15 with 1:15 left on the
clock, junior Tom Beaton hauled in a
20-yard touchdown pass from first-year
quarterback Ryan Katon to bring Bates
within one. After a successful two-point
conversion, Bates had their second victory
of the season, 23-22.
Hamilton scored early in the first quar¬
ter on a quick three-play drive. The Bob¬
cats managed to intercept three of the next
five Continental possessions. Bates domi¬
nated the game in the second quarter, con¬
trolling the ball for over nine minutes. With
4:34 left in the second quarter, Katon ran
the ball in for a touchdown. An impressive
39-yard ran by Sean Wirth TO set up Gavin

Segall-Abrams ’ll for a go-ahead 38-yard
field goal that gave Bates a 9-7 lead going
into halftime.
The Continentals briefly took the
lead with 6:20 remaining in the third
quarter, scoring a 20-yard touchdown
to make the score 14-9. Bates regained
the lead in its next possession, after a
67-yard, nine play drive resulted in a
19-yard touchdown by Beaton. Hamil¬
ton scored another touchdown with 4:39
remaining in the fourth quarter, giving
the Continentals a 20-15 lead. With the
situation looking grim, Bill Jennings TO
intercepted the Continental quarterback
and returned the pick 18 yards to the
Hamilton 30-yard-line. With 1:15 to play,
Beaton juked past Continental defend¬
ers to score a touchdown, followed by a

New Sheriff in Town
HARRY POOLE
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
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See FURBUSH, page 14

ing a talented defense with dangerous blitz
capabilities. I believe our offensive line re¬
ally stepped up to negate their potent blitz
package, allowing our backs and receivers
to perform well and carry the game.” .
Wirth caught 6 passes for 80 yards.
Mark Flaherty ’09 caught a career-high 6
passes for 49 yards, while Evan Tierney ’ll
added 3 catches for 21 yards. On defense,
Myles Walker ’ll had 8 tackles, including
two for a loss. Jennings had 2 intercep¬
tions. Greg Gumbs TO, Coleman Peeke ’09
and Kyle McAllister TO all had picks, with
McAllister returning his for 49 yards.
Bates football concludes its 2008
season with a 2-6 record. Saturday’s
game marks Bates’ fifth consecutive win
over Hamilton, who also finished the
season 2-6.

See THE LOST ART, page 15

First Time’s A Charm
KATIE BASH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Sophomore transfer student Devin
Dilts has finished first for the men’s
cross country team in every meet
this season. He earned All-State hon¬
ors for his third place performance
at the Maine state meet against some
of the best runners in the NESCAC.
He finished among the top five fin¬
ishers in almost every race he par¬
ticipated in, and this weekend he
will compete at the NCAA Regional
Meet hosted by Williams College. A
standout performance could qualify
Dilts for Division III Nationals. Three
months ago, Dilts had never compet¬
ed in a single cross country race.
This is not to say .that Dilts has
never been a successful athlete. Com¬
peting on his high school soccer team
in his hometown of Roscoe, Ill., Dilts
was a strong contributor to the team
for four years. It was his experience
as a soccer player that sparked Dilts’
interest in running. “I really liked the
running part, and I thought I could
be naturally fast,” he said.
So he joined his high school’s
track and field team his junior year.
Senior year, Dilts became more se¬
rious about running, and he soon
decided that he would become a
full-time runner. Unfortunately, this
was also the time Dilts developed
a stress fracture in his leg. Because
of this injury, Dilts could not train
over the summer, and when he got
to Vanderbilt University in the fall,
he was unable to compete on their
cross country team.
Within the first two weeks of his
time at Vanderbilt, Dilts knew that
it wasn’t a good fit. “I just had a
feeling that it wasn’t for me. I didn’t
like the big city. The community
was not very close knit, and the so¬
cial scene was largely dominated by
Greek culture.”
See BATES’ FASTEST, page 14
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Alumni Gymnasium reeks of sweat
and history. When empty, it is hotter
than Maine in the summertime and at
full capacity it rivals a heat wave in Ari¬
zona or Texas. It is not new or luxuri¬
ous, nor is it big. What it lacks in size,
luxury and capacity, it makes up for in
character. When a NESCAC opponent
comes to campus, you can bet that the
stands will be completely filled, giving
the arena a supportive atmosphere un¬
like any other sports venue on campus.
Despite all of these characteristics that
make up Alumni’s long history, the gym
is missing a championship banner, and
new Head Men’s Basketball Coach Jon
Furbush has had dreams of changing
that since he was a first-year studentathlete in 2001.
For the first time since 1997, the
nameplate on the head coach’s office
will display a name other than Joe Reil¬
ly. The office in Alumni Gym changed
its owner this past summer when Reilly
left to take the head coaching position
for Wesleyan University. Furbush, a
2005 graduate and assistant coach for
the 2005/2006 and 2006/2007 seasons,
was selected as the 21st head coach of
the highly successful basketball pro¬
gram.
“Every morning when I walk into
the best gym in the country and see my
name on the door of the men's basket¬
ball office, I get a smile on my face that
usually lasts 45 minutes,” said Furbush.
Considered by many students and
athletes as the poster sport for Bates
College, the men’s basketball team has
achieved a level of success over the last
decade that begets talk of a NESCAC
Championship and a berth in the Divi¬
sion III NCAA Tournament. It will not
come easy, however. Nor is it expected
without hard work and focus.
“The ‘team first’ culture that has
been implemented within the program
is a big factor and will continue to be,
in the success of Bobcat basketball,”

said Furbush. “This group certainly has
a lot of potential and I have relatively
high expectations for the team, but we
need to separate ourselves from the
middle of the pack in the NESCAC and
establish the Bobcats as a top team in
the league.”
Since 2004 - Furbush’s junior season
- the Bobcats have gone 92-37 under
Reilly but have no NESCAC Champion¬
ship to show for it. Since his sophomore
campaign, the team has made the NES¬
CAC quarterfinals three times, the semi¬
finals twice and the finals once.
“Since being named head coach,
Furbush has emphasized that in order
to achieve our goal of [becoming] NES¬
CAC champions, we’ve got to do some¬
thing different because the same thing
hasn’t worked over the past few years,”
said junior Co-Captain and point-guard
Chris Wilson. “His motivation and stress
on work ethic, along with being hum¬
ble and taking one game at a time will
guide us to where we want to be.”
Furbush’s transition to head coach
has seemed simple, and Wilson cred¬
its it to Furbush’s familiarity with the
school and the program’s history, as
well as his strong relationships with
many of the players. In his two seasons
as assistant coach, Furbush was able to
work with the current junior and senior
classes and headed the recruiting of the
current sophomores.
“Current sophomore Brian Ellis,
Rookie of the Year in the NESCAC last
year, was our top recruit when I was
an assistant under Coach Reilly,” said
Furbush. “I remember attending sev¬
eral of Brian’s high school games and
speaking on the phone with him end¬
less amounts of times and established a
great relationship with him.”
Hoping that Furbush would be
Reilly’s assistant for a third season, El¬
lis chose Bates before knowing Furbush
had become the assistant for Springfield College. “When Coach Furbush
called me to tell me that he was going

two-point conversion by Judd Smith TO.
In the fourth quarter with 3:24 (or was
it 3:48) remaining, officials encountered
timekeeping issues.
“The clock situation was a little
strange,” said Head Coach Mark Harriman. “The official’s interpretation and
mine were different.”
The failure to stop the clock after the
ball went out of bounds resulted in mass
frustration with the referee’s ineptitude, al¬
though in hindsight the loss of time may
have helped facilitate the Bates victory.
“Bill Jennings’ interceptions and our
ability to keep the chains mqving on of¬
fense were the big factors,” said Hardman.
Katon completed a career-high 26
passes for 230 yards and 2 touchdowns.
“Hamilton came into the game boast¬

Going to college, I of¬
ten feel that I am living a cliche.
I reside in an off campus house. One
of my roommates built a bar in our living
room. I suspect that the floor of our kitch¬
en is better lacquered with dried beer than
die surface of our bar is with stain. I eat
pizza of varying temperatures at all hours
of the day. I drink everything out of a solo
cup. I don’t listen to Dave Matthews Band
but my roommates do. I skip breakfast.
I barbeque. 1 stay up all night studying.
I skip class. I stay up all night not study¬
ing. I use Old Spice deodorant and I wear
khakis, a t-shirt and a baseball hat nearly
every day of the week. Certainly nothing
about this lifestyle is particularly original.
Yes, it is fun, but it also gets old.
Over the last three months, I think
I have seen every fall team in action. I
made it to a cross country meet, sat
through the entirety of a field hockey
game and watched several sets of tennis.
A crew regatta is the only event I might
have missed. While present at these con¬
tests, I couldn’t help but notice the quality
of the heckling coming from our fans.
Before passing judgment, we should
first establish that college heckling gener¬
ally lacks character. College kids seem to
look favorably - even admirably - upon
the art of the heckle, revering those who
have mastered it and striving to be that
funny agitator at every contest. Yet, when
one factors in alcohol, the college heckler
seems to lose his flair. The heckle - like
the rest of our college existence - be¬
comes cliche. It takes a special personality
to remain creative and funny.
Whether Bates lacks that individual or
he has yet to emerge from the woodwork
remains to be seen. What is certain is that
this fall, Bates fans did an abysmal job of
heckling.
As we transition from tire gridiron to
the hardwood and from autumn to win¬
ter, now seems an appropriate time to
address this seemingly forgotten art. Let
this column guide us to more inspired
heckling in the coming Bates seasons, let
it help us escape from our cliche lifestyles
and let it excuse me for the time being
from mopping the floor of my kitchen.
I don’t claim to be an expert. At most
games, I sit politely, often with a fur-
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Sophomore Devin Dilts passes NESCAC competitors at NCAAs.
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